I was passing through a wasteland when suddenly my mind drifted.
my spirit lifted, my location shifted into a new dimension.

Was this their intention?
To crash my dimension?

I stepped into the invention and heard a voice say,

**Turn it on Virtual Boy.**
A 3-D game for a 3-D world.

---

Virtual Boy is a portable 32-bit 3-D game system, featuring phase linear array technology, digital stereo sound, two high-resolution visual displays, and 3-D graphics that immerse you in the game. Coming soon—stereo headphones and Game Link® cable for head-to-head action.

Turn it on and experience the difference a dimension can make.
Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers to fully replicate a multi-speaker movie theater. So you'll hear sounds everywhere in the room. Even in places where there aren’t speakers. We also offer multi-room, multi-source capabilities for increased flexibility.

Phantom Speaker Effect

Only Cinema DSP can take you to the Serengeti with

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible. That's because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic. Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the world. Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then transferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a button. And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room, matching the action on the screen. These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a multi-speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room. All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

© 1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
New RX-V2090

The RX-V2090. Easy-to-use features plus state-of-the-art technology. Like learning remote control, on-screen display, 7-channel amplification, DSP, Cinema DSP and AC-3 compatibility.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already mentioned. But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like multi-room, multi-source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main system A/V sources from another listening room. The RX-V2090 has 7-channel amplification with 100w mains and center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre-outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S-Video terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC-3. And 10 DSP programs including 70mm movie theater. Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you. Which means now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip.

For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.
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Paradigm’s spectacular bipolar speakers are an engineering and sonic marvel! With years of design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world’s finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

"Superb!" - Stereo Review on the Export/BP

"Stunning!" - The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/BP

"Awesome!" - Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP
Yet one more Summer Show in Chicago. While the Electronic Industries Association's Consumer Electronics Group (EIA/CEG) was calling it a “successful trade show launch,” the Specialty Audio & Home Theater Show (SA&HT) was also the smallest Chicago show so far, both in numbers of exhibitors (119) and of attendees (2,833). Yet to almost all numbers of exhibitors (119) and of the smallest Chicago show so far, both in Home Theater Show (SA&HT) was also Thiel, for example, picked up a new foreign more than 5,000 preregistered. It was a though total attendance didn’t match the attended than had been anticipated, even generally was no difficulty in getting up and down the halls. During a High-End Academy meeting that take place at virtually the same time. EIA/CEG’s Gary Shapiro said that his group “made a substantial financial investment in the SA&HT Show,” and I heard guesstimates of cost ranging from $50,000 to $250,000.

Frankly, I liked the attitude that was expressed by Krell’s Dan D’Augustino during a High-End Academy meeting on the last day of the Show, to the effect that the high-end audio deserved its own stand-alone show. While I do not think that the amount of work involved in such a thing should be underestimated, the hi-fi addict in me feels that this group does deserve its own show. The business side of me, however, questions whether sticking with EIA/CEG isn’t more prudent financially. Tough question.
Deep sea divers spend time in hyperbaric chambers to decompress.

(What do you do?)

A few hours with a Pioneer® Advanced Home Theater system will bring you back to normal. At the heart of our system you’ll find our VSX-604S Dolby® Pro Logic® A/V Receiver. It opens up the stunning world of surround sound, delivering a full 110 watts to all channels (front, rear and center). And with the Intelligent System Control you can even operate all your non-Pioneer components with just the touch of a button. Hit the VCR button and on goes your TV, VCR and receiver, each adjusted to their proper input and surround modes. To find out about our complete range of home theater equipment and for a dealer near you, give us a call at 1-800-PIONEER. And while another way to unwind may come along someday, don’t hold your breath.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER

Imagine. A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of Bob Carver.

It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want it to be, but it does share a very important characteristic with one. It incorporates the current-source (high output impedance) property of a triode -- the very property that is the dominant factor (perhaps ninety percent) of the sonic magic that makes listening to classic vacuum tube amplifiers so much fun. So when you choose our current-source output connections for your system, you'll have a sumptuous high end, and a midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny tracking downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps with its awesome power. Using 12 herculean International Rectifier Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally usable current or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.

You can connect most speakers to the voltage-source...
of a 9 watt triode.

output, with its near zero impedance, to experience the powerful dynamics and tight bass you've always wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or ribbon speakers, then connecting the higher impedance current-source output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately detailed musical voice associated with low-powered classic tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to biwire, you may just arrive at the best possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible bass whack, current output to midrange and treble for a huge three-dimensional soundstage with detail retrieval so stunning that you will often hear musicians breathing.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and wide it will take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult to believe.

The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's worked successfully for over twenty years with both tube and solid state designs, and he understands the intrinsic subtleties of each.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere peak-to-peak output current capability with 600 watts rms per channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms into 1 ohm on a time-limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive Motorola triple-diffused output devices, each capable of 20 amperes without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how it all comes together.

Price: $2,175

Dealer inquiries invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

---

* F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THD

Inputs are gold XLR balanced and gold RCA standard.
**ENERGY SPEAKER**

Energy's PRO 5 is the least expensive of five "PRO" speakers designed for left- and right-front use. (Two matching center-channel models for home theater systems are also in the line.)

A 1/2-inch flared-dome tweeter and a 5-1/2-inch injection-molded woofer are mounted in the compact ported case, 11 inches tall. Recommended amplifier power is 30 to 80 watts per channel. Black ash and white finishes are available. Price: $170 per pair.

For literature, circle No. 100

**S1 Subwoofer**

Paul Eppes, creator of the S1 System 100 subwoofer, says its isobaric system cuts in half the volume needed for comparable performance in a conventional subwoofer. The 12-inch drivers are mounted in a 100-liter vented cylindrical enclosure. A full electronic crossover unit is included, but no amp; S1 believes that most buyers will prefer to choose their own, and has designed the subwoofer to present an easy load for a wide selection of amps. Use of one subwoofer per speaker channel is recommended. Price: $2,499 per pair.

For literature, circle No. 101

**Allison In Wall Speakers**

A first from Allison Acoustics is two speakers for in-wall mounting, the IW 62 and IW 82, and one for ceiling mounting, the IC 62. The wall models have 1-inch soft-dome tweeters and treated-paper cone woofers—with a 6-inch diaphragm in the IW 62 and an 8-inch in the IW 82. The ceiling model has poly diaphragms on both drivers, which are mounted coaxially. Impedance of all three is rated at 8 ohms.

The wall models feature the company's Power Shield overload protection. Prices:

- IW 62, $383 per pair
- IW 82, $535 per pair
- IC 62, $125.50 each.

For literature, circle No. 102

**Nova Speaker**

Standing 44 inches tall, the M500 is the top model in Nova USA's M series. Dual 61/2-inch, long-throw polypropylene woofers flank a 1-inch cloth-dome tweeter with magnetic-fluid cooling. This vertical array helps promote stable three-dimensional imaging, according to Nova. The ported enclosure has inch-thick walls to help reduce resonances. Rated frequency range is 37 Hz to 22 kHz, and rated power handling is 25 to 150 watts per channel. Price: $1,699 per pair.

For literature, circle No. 103

**H-Powered Subwoofer**

New from NHT, the SW3P is a powered subwoofer designed to duplicate the deep-bass reproduction quality of the company's flagship model (the 3.3) by using the same long-throw 12-inch woofer. The Class-G amplifier are housed in a separate unit, shown on top of the subwoofer itself, which is a 19-inch cube finished in glossy black laminate. Price: $1,350 each.

For literature, circle No. 104
This is **why** you took
DRIVER'S ED.

High-revving, 120-horsepower, fuel-injected engine (hey, this car's for driving, not just looking at)

5-speed transmission and tubular rear axle with spring-over shock sport suspension and progressive ride tuning – is this a real set of wheels or what?

Dual air bags and anti-lock brakes – two things you don't need until you really need 'em (and always wear those safety belts, even with air bags)

AM/FM stereo radio – standard? heck yeah! (what's driving without a little driving music?)

Your choice of a great-looking coupe (shown), sporty four-door sedan (not shown) or a hot new convertible (hey, we told ya this was a cool car)

Fold-down rear seats – means you can go places and take lots of stuff with ya

A HUGE glove box – some glove boxes are merely mouse-sized; this one holds a whole laptop computer

Single-key locking – one key locks & unlocks doors, trunk and all the fun of Sunfire

Daytime running lamps in '96 – they're a safety feature, but hey, they look good too

PASSlock™ theft-deterent system – means you might save some $$$ on insurance (!!!)

100,000-mile spark plugs* – we're talking a long-term relationship here

PONTIAC CARES – call or. 800 number, get free Roadside Assistance – for flat tires, dead battery, even if you run out of gas or lock yourself out (Pontiac wants to see you and your Sunfire out driving)

Clearcoat paint – paint you can't see keeps the paint you can see looking good (see?)

Oh,Courtesy Transportation – that's part of PONTIAC CARES too (see? we really do care)

Finally, a real set of wheels you can really afford.

*Based on normal maintenance. See Owner's Manual for limitations. ©1995 GM Corp. All rights reserved.

For more information, call 1-800-2PONTIAC.
Reproducing Wide Response

**Q** I have read that the true range of human hearing is from 10 Hz to 25 kHz, but I have yet to find any receivers or full-sized loudspeakers capable of delivering the entire range. I'm interested in this because I understand that some organs, whose pipes are about 64 feet long, can produce a 4-Hz sound. What limits the range of receivers and loudspeakers?—Mario Penna, Buffalo, N.Y.

**A** The "true range of human hearing" depends on the humans involved. Not everyone can hear the full nominal range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, let alone the range you cite. Young people who have not been exposed to loud sound can sometimes hear up to 25 kHz, but in our noisy world, the upper end of the hearing range drops dramatically—to 15 kHz or below, by the time many people reach age 40.

As to bass, a frequency of 10 Hz would really be felt rather than heard. The same holds true for 8 Hz, the actual fundamental from a 64-foot organ pipe—and I don't think many organs have them.

A number of preamplifiers and power amplifiers (though probably not too many receivers) should be able to reproduce from 10 Hz to 25 kHz. Some designers deliberately limit response to prevent audible IM from pickup of stray r.f. fields.

As to low frequencies, direct-coupled amplifier circuits can sometimes handle frequencies as far down as a.c. (0 Hz). Low-frequency response can be limited by the size of interstage coupling capacitors or emitter-bypass capacitors, and by high power-supply impedance. In tube amplifiers, lows will also be reduced if the output transformer has insufficient iron in its core.

Many loudspeakers can get up above 20 kHz, thanks to improved tweeter design. But getting down to 10 Hz (or even 20 Hz) requires a speaker that can move a lot of air. Such speakers are both very large and very expensive, so not many companies make even subwoofers that get down this low.

Even if your ears, amplifier, and speaker setup could handle the range you cite, what would you hear? A CD can reach well below 20 Hz, but can just about make it up to 20 kHz. Original recordings made on DAT would have frequency ranges up to about 22 kHz (though there are some double-speed DATs that should be able to record frequencies above 40 kHz).

So the only way to get full-range material to exploit a system with a range of 10 Hz to 25 kHz would be to make your own recordings, probably with a double-speed DAT. And if you tried it, you'd discover the frequency limitations of microphones. Some of the best ones have reasonably flat response in the range between 30 Hz and 15 kHz. This is not to say that some mikes won't do better, but most won't.

Considering all these limitations, it's remarkable that our sound reproduction is as good as it truly is.

Cassette Life and Storage

**Q** I have a large number of commercially recorded cassettes in my collection. Though I am reacquiring as many of these on CD as I can, I'm certain more than half of these will never be available. Do you have any advice as to how I can preserve my cassette collection? How long does a cassette last when it is properly cared for?—Danny Tse, San Lorenzo, Calif.

**A** You have asked a complex question. The life expectancy of a cassette tape depends to a great extent on its construction, as well as how carefully it's handled. There are some formulations of oxide and binder that simply do not hold up well. Binder problems cause oxide to shed, eventually rendering the recording useless as well as clogging heads and coating other parts in the tape path. In addition to that weakness, the plasticizer material disappears and the physical characteristics of the tape change. This results in poor flexibility and strength of the tape. Also, the loss of tape lubricants causes a squeal as the tape passes over the heads.

I have had some tapes come to the end of their useful lives within two to three years, regardless of how well they were stored. I have seen others that are 20 years old and still usable. Some of these were exposed to extremes of both heat and cold, and they still play just as they did when they were made. Humidity—which, like temperature, ideally should be kept within a moderate, stable range for good tape longevity—likewise seems to leave some tapes unfazed.

Always return the tapes to their storage boxes after they have been played, because this will help slow down the evaporation of the plasticizer. Try to maintain their temperature between 60° and 70°F. The humidity should hover between 30% and 40%. This is about the best you can hope to achieve at home. And never leave tapes in a car.

Limiting Dynamics

**Q** I live in an apartment and try to keep my music within reasonable loudness limits. Many CD recordings, however, work against this "good neighbor" policy. Increased dynamic range is supposed to be a good thing, but I don't find it so. I have to turn down the volume when the music is too loud, and turn it back up when the soft passages become inaudible. This is exasperating! Why isn't there some technological remedy, such as a compressor, to correct this fault without downgrading the music?—Burnett Cross, Hartsdale, N.Y.

**A** Audio purists insist, of course, that any alteration of music's natural dynamic range constitutes a loss of fidelity and, in fact, is a form of distortion. At the same time, audiophiles generally are aware that it is more important for dynamics to sound convincing than for them to replicate any particular scale of sound-pressure levels, however natural.

To limit dynamics, use a compressor, just as you suggest. Brookline Technologies offers three models. I have heard one of them, and it worked very well. There may well be other manufacturers of such devices; I suspect, however, that it would be very hard to find more attractive prices than Brookline's. I suggest you contact them for more information (2035 Carriage Hill Rd., Allison Park, Pa. 15101; 412/366-9290).

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio Clinic, please indicate if your name and/or address should be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The Best Surround Speaker in the World.

POLK'S LS f/x HIGH PERFORMANCE SURROUND SPEAKER

"I set out to create the best sounding and most versatile surround speaker in the world. The critics seem to agree that I have succeeded." Matthew Polk

"...a rich, warm speaker with bags of bass... a top notch performer... [they] sound excellent and are highly versatile." Your Own Home Cinema, Great Britain, 1995

"The initial effect with the Polks was simply staggering. The LS f/x's were the best surround experience I have had in my home." Audio Video, New Zealand, 1995

"It's the range of these speakers that thrills. They can make the floor vibrate with their low bass and are excellent for space-ships flying overhead or the growls of moving tanks and cranes, just the stuff of which impressive home cinema is made."

What Hi Fi, Great Britain, 1995

"...a speaker of considerable sophistication.... [the LS f/x] can transform the surround channel from a typically flat monochromatic noise to a detached, spacious and coherent soundfield."

Home Entertainment, Great Britain, 1995

Audition the LS f/x and other outstanding Polk home theater speakers at your local authorized Polk dealer or for information, call us at (800) 377-POLK.

Polk's stylish LS f/x surround speakers mount easily on your wall and are available in black or white to complement your decor.

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600. Ad code: 20001
Adcom's GFA-555II is no longer made.
Adcom’s new GFA-5500 continues the legend.

The Adcom GFA-5551 power amplifier has been legendary among audiophiles and serious music listeners. It set the standard for high end sound at reasonable cost, consistently being compared to amplifiers costing two and three times as much. Now, after years of evolutionary development, its successor is available.

The new GFA-5500 provides 200 watts per-channel continuous at any frequency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 8 ohms. It continues the Adcom tradition of delivering high current into low impedance loads that results in extraordinarily pure, clean, musical sound reproduction. But the big news is its use of the newest hybrid MOSFET transistors, HEXFETS. These all-new devices permit a more efficient circuit board design that leads to shorter power paths for improved sound. And the really good news is that while providing all the punch and muscle of MOSFETS, they have a remarkable ability to sound as sweet as tubes.

So while audiophiles the world over may be sad to see the end of the legendary GFA-5551, music lovers everywhere can look forward to hearing the sweet power of the GFA-5500. Visit your Adcom dealer and listen. You will hear the details that make a difference.
Is the biggest always the mostest? Our future, everybody’s (including audio’s), depends on the answer. Right now, it is a resounding no. It is increasingly obvious that, while everything grows bigger everywhere, smaller often works best. A lot more often than you might think, if you follow the billion-dollar mergers and swallow all those GM, Ford, and Chrysler ads with your daily breakfast.

What two segments of GM are now producing the finest, most reliable automobiles in the huge GM roster? Those new little divisions that make the plastic Saturn and the half-Toyota Geo.

What segment of recorded music is now booming like crazy, with unprecedented thousands of new releases, both worldwide and in America, covering vast new and unheard-of musical areas? It is, of course, a relatively small corner of audio, and is virtually unknown in big-time Hollywood and plenty skimpy on Broadway: The classical music CD.

I find it hard to believe what is now happening in the classical area. Until that is, I heft the 2-pound monthly promotion of new classical CD releases distributed by, say, Koch (there are plenty of others) and then spend a half hour just perusing it. Imagine how long it takes to go through the dozens and dozens of CDs on hundreds of CD labels, a mere month’s worth!

Or take my friend Nat, who has his own public relations outfit, Nathan J. Silverman Co., in Evanston, Illinois. Among other clients, Nat handles some classical CD labels. He sent out a rundown of releases for the first quarter of 1995 for Naxos, one of those labels. “Missed anything on Naxos?” was the genial opening. Had I! No fewer than 49 CDs in three months. And each, do not forget, an hour or more long. In his admirably compacted three-column listing, Nat also gave the Naxos releases for the second half of 1994. I just counted the whole for nine months of this one classical label (including a few semi-pop items in one series): 137 CDs, more or less. (My eyes might have missed a few of them.) That’s our new kind of “little” business!

I can imagine taking at least nine years to play each of these discs all the way through, no skipping.

“Oh where, oh where has my little dog gone, oh where, oh where can he be? With his tail cut short and his head cut long, oh where, oh where can he be?” I can sing you that song from my childhood, but I know exactly where his more famous contemporary doggie has gone, the one that answered to His Master’s Voice. That dog was shared by HMV in Europe and RCA Victor, the prestigious U.S. label, formerly Victor Talking Machine Co. RCA is now owned, at least the classical portion, by a German firm, BMG Classics. The BMG policy is simple and realistic: Relegate the old prestigious Victor recordings to where they truly belong, on the familiar RCA label with that puppydog. Shades of the revered past! Anything new and innovative, however, is on the current German
At one time you understood how this worked.

Five blocks made a cottage, ten a castle, and a hundred your own private empire. With Linn components, it's just that simple. You can start out with the system that's right for you today and, using our building-block approach, improve and expand your system over time in affordable steps. Some steps will improve the performance of your system, others will expand your system throughout your home, but each and every step has one thing in common. It delivers more music.

People need music. Music is important. Exploring the world of music in the comfort of your own home is therapeutic. It will help you relax, stimulate your imagination, change your mood, and provide entertainment and pleasure for your whole family.

A sound investment. At our innovative factory in Scotland, we produce the most advanced and best sounding hi-fi. Skilled and dedicated people and our unique single-station-build philosophy ensure a standard of construction and reliability simply not possible on a production line. And, with your Linn retailer on hand to provide assistance long after your initial purchase, you can expect your hi-fi to last a lifetime. People who love music have built our business, so we look after them. Music for your life.

To learn more about Linn Hi-Fi and the many ways in which Linn can make music a more important part of your life, phone Audiophile Systems, Ltd., our U.S. distributor, at 1-800-546-6443.
This is the best $199 speakers, subwoofers, and satellite systems designed by the late Henry Kloss. You can spend $747. Call today and find out why.

For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote is only $747. Call today and find out why.

Audio catalog (Canada: 1-800-525-4434) includes guide to surround sound.

At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers, subwoofers, satellite systems, and music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell them—and components from companies like Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others—factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen. For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote is only $747. Call today and find out why.

Audio experts will answer your questions before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight (ET), 365 days a year—even holidays.

SoundWorks amplified subwoofer/satellite speakers, $199

"This is the best $199 you can spend on yourself and your computer."

BILL MACHROINE, PC Magazine

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
311 Needham Street, Suite 1045, Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-332-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

Audio/September 1995 18

SoundWorks amplified subwoofer/satellite speakers, $199

"This is the best $199 you can spend on yourself and your computer." - Bill Machrone, PC Magazine

1-800-FOR-HIFI

We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
311 Needham Street, Suite 1045, Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-332-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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WE THINK THAT IF WE DON'T GET BIGGER EVERY MONTH, EVERY YEAR, WE ARE DOOMED.

Bill Maehrone
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In The Mid '70s We Created Home Theater. Now We've Created A New Way To Buy It.

The people who work at Cambridge SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) - have been involved with the concept of home theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded Advent, the company that introduced the first home theater audio/video systems - complete with big-screen TVs and digital surround sound. We have had an ongoing relationship with the people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced the first consumer products with Dolby noise reduction over 20 years ago. And now at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set a new price-to-performance standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested home theater speaker systems Factory-Direct, and through cost-efficient Best Buy stores, you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the products on these pages represent the country's best values in high performance home theater components. Audio critics, and thousands of satisfied customers, agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional sound quality at affordable prices." Audio suggested that we may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three speakers for use as center channel speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems. All three are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor. Model Ten-A is a small, affordable two-way speaker. $79. Center Channel is essentially identical to a Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shielding). $149. Center Channel Plus uses an ultralow, ultra-wide design that is ideal for placement above (or, with optional support stand, below) a TV monitor. $219.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers for use as surround speakers. The Surround has a very high power handling capacity and is often selected for "high end" surround sound systems. Audio, describing a system that included The Surround said, "In many ways the surround sensation was every bit as good as far more expensive installations." $399 pr. The smaller The Surround II is arguably the country's best value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level...they open the way to having a 'killer' system for an affordable price." $699. Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8" woofer. $399.

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home theater speaker systems that consist of center channel, surround and main stereo speakers. The combination we show here is our best seller. It includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best surround speakers, The Surround. You could spend hundreds more than its $1,167 price without improving performance.

For information on other home theater speaker systems - or on any of the products we make and sell - call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by our 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try them in your home, with your music. If you don't like them, return them for a full refund. We even refund your original regular ground UPS shipping charges.

For A Free Catalog, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI
Cambridge SoundWorks products are available only direct from Cambridge SoundWorks and at our Factory-Direct Speaker Walls in over 200 Best Buy stores nationwide.
It's exactly the Quality of Sound you'd expect from a high-end CD player.

That is, a CD player costing twice its price.

The new Rotel RCD970BX is a premium quality CD player that delivers performance and technology normally found only on far more exotic and expensive designs. A new 18-bit ladder-type D/A converter with continuous calibration results in nearly 20-bit resolution. A toroidal transformer and superb quality filter capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access, precise tracking and gentle handling of your most cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance components, and gold-plated, RCA-type coaxial digital output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low-profile, high performance CD player with scan, random, 20-track programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote.

We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer and audition the RCD970BX. If you're impressed with the sound, wait until you hear the price.

The electrical recording opened huge new worlds of classical music. Big albums, complete Masses, whole operas (too heavy to lift), symphonies actually played on the right instruments. Amazing! The business of classical recording now became a steady conquering of the standard concert repertory, piece by piece—one or two recordings of each item, seldom more, until virtually all our "concert music" had been absorbed into very playable and enjoyable 78-rpm albums. Beyond that, no thoughts! Music and technology were matched.

Why else did classical recording burgeon bigger and bigger during this era, from 1925 or so until WWII? The concert repertory kept us fully busy. That's why.

Had you ever thought of the 78 disc in this way?

After WWII, we restored and replaced, with only modest advances such as 78-rpm plastic records, fancy album covers, and extensive album notes. No real change; it was merely unfinished business. But some bright minds looked forward. Before LP, new small record companies, Vox being the first I remember, came out with new LP-type musical content—still on 78. Once again, small was firstest, if not mostest. Flexibly, thinking ahead.

Why didn't classical recordings boom from 1925 to WWII? Concert repertory kept us busy.

Then it came, in 1948 and 1949, the microgroove! An extraordinary revolution, it bowled us over. I was at the first unveiling of the LP, with Dr. Goldmark showing his tall pile of 78 albums and the tiny pile of equivalent LPs, same music. Such excitement! Anybody could see we had a new audio world, and it very soon was. Once again this meant a new musical repertory to match the new technology. Concert music, yes. But much, much more. Tape! The travelling tape recorder. It made the LP, though the LP got there first. More on this repertory coming up.
No matter where you are, you’re there.

Musical truth.

It begins deep in the belly of the passage. Thunderous bass, so powerful you’re helpless as you’re slowly taken prisoner by the music. The subwoofers catapult you to the furthest reaches of the soundstage. You gain a new focus. Your world narrows down as your horizons grow.


Energy EPS-series subwoofers
August 6

Hunted for bugs on the road.
Heard rock music.
Admired clear sound.
Got run over.
Heard harp music.

PIONEER CD CHANGERS. How else do you pass the time when you’re driving down that varmint obstacle course known as the highway? Pioneer CD changers allow you to play up to 12 CDs, and hear crystal-clear music for hours. And hooking one up to your existing FM stereo is so easy, even pea-brained road critters could do it. Who knows, with a few more years of evolution, they might understand those signs that say “Cross At Your Own Risk.” Call 1-800-PIioneer for a dealer near you.
CD PORT

Digital Memories for Road or Track
In the April issue, I reported on three portable CD players designed to overcome the mistracking that occurs when they are bumped or shaken. All had memory systems that store a few seconds of audio information and feed this to the output while the laser tracking system recovers, causing the music from the CD to be uninterrupted. This report covers five more such models, tested with essentially the same procedures. I used a mechanical vibration system to provide a series of calibrated, mechanical shocks to each CD player, simulating what occurs when someone is jogging. I then measured the G force that caused the CD player's laser system to mistrack. All of the players in this report are able to withstand a greater G force than those I tested previously.

Briefly, the problem all these models seeks to correct is this: When a CD player is bumped or jiggled, the laser system that reads the data is knocked out of position and loses tracking. The purpose of the memory is to store enough information to provide an uninterrupted output while the laser is finding and locking onto the CD track again. With the memory switched on, when you begin playing music, the output is silenced briefly—for about 2 seconds with the players in this report. During this period, the disc spins faster and fills the memory with information. Enough information is stored to allow several seconds of playback while the laser recovers. As playback continues, the memorized information is continuously refreshed, to deal with mistracking whenever it may occur.

The five CD portables I tested are remarkable for the amount of engineering they pack into such small spaces and at such low prices. Besides the complex, basic playback system, each of them has programming features found on larger home players. To provide as much information as possible in the most concise form and allow you to easily compare the models, I am presenting a Table that lists their features and includes my measurements of the technical parameters.

The average maximum line output for four of the players is 0.76 V rms; the 1.0 V rms output of the Magnavox is 2.4 dB higher. Four of the players have an average earphone output at just below clipping of 0.74 V rms. The Panasonic's
All these players withstood heavier jarring than any of those tested previously.

earphone output is 1.1 V rms, 2.6 dB greater than the average. The earphones supplied with the Panasonic CD player are above average. (More on this later.)

Before discussing other features, I’ll skip right to the most interesting ones: Shock resistance and the electronic memories. The G force that caused skipping in the players I covered last April was between 0.8 and 0.9; the players in this report required a G force of 1.1 to 2.5 to cause mistracking. The best was the Optimus CD-3420 (2.5 G), with Onkyo’s DX-F71p (2.1 G) next. The Magnavox AZ6848/17 (1.5 G) was in the middle, followed by the Panasonic SL-S490 (1.2 G) and the Sony D-335 (1.1 G). If you are a rough and tough jogger, the Optimus is an obvious choice.

The quantity of music stored in memory varies considerably from unit to unit. This was measured by continuously jarring each player with enough force to prevent memory “refreshment” and then checking how long it took for the sound to stop. The champion here was the Panasonic, at 11.5 S, followed by the Sony, at 6 S. The others were all in the 3-S range. The Onkyo occasionally skipped forward or back one track in this test. When jostled severely enough to prevent any new data from being read into memory (which would invalidate the test), the Sony lost its place altogether and required manual restart, though it recovered gracefully with gentler handling. Otherwise, all the units picked up where they had left off once their memories had been allowed to refill.

I also performed a simple test that you can try when you want to compare the shock resistance of CD players. Tap the players with your hand, and you will find that most of them will falter with even a light tap. Turn on the memory, wait a couple of seconds, and then tap the players at about 1-S intervals. This will give you a quick indication of the memory’s effectiveness. Incidentally, all but the Sony provide an indicator to show when the memory is full. This information, in itself, is not of great importance, but seeing this “gauge” falter when the music does not is a vivid reminder of the annoyances you’re being spared by the memory.

I didn’t check programming features, but all five models can repeat single tracks, repeat all tracks in order, and repeat tracks selected and stored in memory. Three of them can play tracks in random order, and the Sony can scan the first 15 S of each track to help you find the one you want. A “hold” lockout feature disables the control buttons, so they can’t be pushed accidentally while you’re running. A “resume” feature keeps the laser in place when you stop playback, so you can pick up where you left off. All but the Onkyo have these.

Most of the players are designed for use with rechargeable batteries. Only the Optimus comes without a battery. The Sony will recharge the supplied batteries supplied with the Panasonic CD player are above average. (More on this later.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAGNAVOX AZ6948/17</th>
<th>ONKYO DX-F71p</th>
<th>OPTIMUS CD-3420</th>
<th>PANASONIC SL-S490</th>
<th>SONY D-335</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 V rms</td>
<td>0.80 V rms</td>
<td>0.75 V rms</td>
<td>0.72 V rms</td>
<td>0.78 V rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70 V rms</td>
<td>0.85 V rms</td>
<td>0.75 V rms</td>
<td>1.10 V rms</td>
<td>0.65 V rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Bit, 192X</td>
<td>One-Bit, 8X</td>
<td>One-Bit, 8X</td>
<td>One-Bit, 8X</td>
<td>One-Bit, 8X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Manual On; 10-S Auto Off</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Manual On; 10-S Auto Off</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 S</td>
<td>2.1 S</td>
<td>2.5 S</td>
<td>1.8 S</td>
<td>2.0 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 S</td>
<td>2.6 S</td>
<td>2.7 S</td>
<td>11.5 S</td>
<td>6.0 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 G</td>
<td>2.0 G</td>
<td>2.1 G</td>
<td>1.2 G</td>
<td>1.1 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Spec</td>
<td>15 mW</td>
<td>15 mW, 32 Ohms</td>
<td>15 mW, 16 Ohms</td>
<td>20 mW, 16 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-</td>
<td>C-</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>B-</td>
<td>D-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayovac &quot;Renewal&quot;</td>
<td>Nicad</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Nicad</td>
<td>NiMH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four AA</td>
<td>Two AA</td>
<td>Two AA</td>
<td>Two AA</td>
<td>Two AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Hours (nicad)</td>
<td>No Spec</td>
<td>No Spec</td>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>7 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Hours</td>
<td>No Spec</td>
<td>3½ Hours</td>
<td>9 Hours</td>
<td>11 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>4.5 V</td>
<td>4.5 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 Amp</td>
<td>0.6 Amp</td>
<td>0.8 Amp</td>
<td>0.5 Amp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>$240</td>
<td>$199.99</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>$359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With any of these players, you’ll need a better set of ‘phones to really hear how good they can sound.

Nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery. The rest are designed to recharge NiCads, but only the Onkyo and Panasonic are supplied with them. The Magnavox comes with Rayovac Renewal rechargeable alkaline cells, but its manual tells you to buy a Rayovac recharger, not recharge them in the player.

The Magnavox and Onkyo players come with a full complement of accessories that allow you to hook them up to the radio/cassette player in your car. Each of the players comes with a patch cord—a mini-plug to a pair of phono plugs—to connect its line output to the CD or auxiliary input of your audio system. Only then will you hear how well these players can reproduce the sound of your CDs. The supplied earphones are pretty terrible except for the Panasonic’s XBS ‘phones, which are at least respectable. If you auditioned these players at a store through their earphones, I’m almost certain you would pick the Panasonic player. Not only are its ‘phones reasonably good, but the Panasonic has more output from its earphone amplifier and can drive its ‘phones to a higher sound level than can any of the other players.

I used the high-frequency pulse from track 76 of Denon’s Audio Technical CD (No. C39-7147) to check amplitude versus time and amplitude versus frequency. The output versus time was captured with a digital storage oscilloscope; the output versus frequency (spectrum) was captured on a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. I connected each player’s line output to the ‘scope and
the FFT. The short high-frequency pulse on the test CD has a uniform spectrum down to the lowest frequencies; in other words, the total energy for the complete spectrum is produced by one short pulse. I averaged 16 samples to overcome noise and achieve a reasonable output.

The direct output, with the CD player’s memory switched off, is shown in the top trace in each of the figures; output with the memory functioning is at the bottom. The 0-dB reference in the April report was arbitrary, because I was mainly interested in comparing the direct output with the memory output. This time, I set the 0-dB reference with the 1-kHz tone on track 1 of the CBS CD-1 test disc. I expanded the scale to show more of the high-frequency roll-off due to each player’s anti-aliasing filter. Also, you can see the 44.1-kHz sampling rate in some of the spectra.

Figure 1 shows that the pulse output of the Magnavox player is linear phase, which means that all the frequencies in the total spectrum in Fig. 2 will have the same time relationship, with no frequencies delayed more than others. The Magnavox player does invert the absolute polarity of the pulse, which is unusual; most CD players maintain correct absolute polarity. The direct and memory outputs of the Magnavox are similar in level and spectrum,
The direct and memory outputs of the Sony CD player, in Fig. 9, are not linear phase. The reason for this is probably the sharp cutoff of the anti-aliasing filter response, shown in Fig. 10. The Sony design doesn't appear to have traded bandwidth for memory storage capacity; the frequency ranges of the direct and memory outputs extend uniformly to 20 kHz, while the memory can still store 6 seconds of music. This is also very good performance, if you can live with the increasing delay of the high frequencies.

For serious joggers, the Optimus may be the best choice. The Onkyo is close behind and also comes with a full complement of accessories for use in your car, plus a deluxe carrying bag. They both have the volume control close to the earphone jack, which can be bothersome if the earphones have a right-angle plug. The Magnavox is also a good choice for road and track, and has the volume control on the right and the earphone jack on the left. (In addition, Magnavox offers an optional remote for it.)

The Sony shows solid engineering, and although its shock resistance is on the low side, its memory is reasonably long. It has the smoothest amplitude versus frequency response of all the players. The Sony includes an optical digital output and also has a remote-control pod on the earphone cord. The 'phones can be unplugged, so you can use the remote while you are driving a car.

Although it has only moderate shock resistance, the Panasonic has the greatest memory capacity and the most musical sound. You can even enjoy the sound with the included earphones, though I would recommend high-quality earphones when you are not jogging. Of course, to really hear how good these CD players can sound, you should consider an earphone upgrade for any of them.

Although I didn't conduct evaluations with my listening panel, I did listen to each CD player with the supplied earphones and with the Grado SR125s (see my review of these 'phones in last month's issue). The comments apply to the sound with the memory either on or off, because I couldn't hear any difference, except with the Onkyo and Optimus players. If you are jogging and traffic is going by or you are listening while commuting, you probably won't notice the slightly diminished high frequencies with the memory turned on in these two models. I used two CD tracks from The Best of Chesky Jazz and More Audiophile Tests, Vol. 2 (Chesky JD 68). With track 1, "Miles Away," the Panasonic player was the most musical, and I found myself listening rather than evaluating. Sara K's voice was clear and centered nicely in believable space, while the acoustic guitar also sounded very real. The Sony was very good as well, but less involving; the guitar was slightly less real, but the bass was a little more taut. The other players did a similarly respectable job. Kenny Rankin's unaccompanied voice on track 4, "Always," was really a pleasure to hear via the Panasonic player.

The sharpness of the finger snaps actually increased with the included earphones, though I would recommend high-quality earphones when you are not jogging. Of course, to really hear how good these CD players can sound, you should consider an earphone upgrade for any of them.

If you audition these players, take along to the dealer some CDs that you know very well and a good pair of earphones. It can be a nuisance at some large stores where they make you check your belongings, but it's really worth the effort. The Panasonic is my new portable CD reference for sound, but you may find that the Sony or one of the others is your best value.
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Of all the prominent audiophile music labels now putting out CDs and LPs, Chesky Records is considered to be one of the best at producing detailed, live-sounding digital recordings. Chesky strives for sonic realism in music by combining state-of-the-art digital recording, single-stereo microphone placement, and custom-modified tube microphone electronics.

Chesky Records was founded in 1986 as a reissue label by David Chesky, a classically trained pianist and composer, and his brother Norman Chesky, who handles the business end of the company. Since then it has released CDs and LPs of such famous jazz musicians and singers as McCoy Tyner, Phil Woods, Peggy Lee, Kenny Rankin, and Herbie Mann, as well as such not-so-well-known but equally talented artists as Johnny Frigo, Fred Hersch, Laverne Butler, and Ana Caram. Also in the Chesky catalog are cutting-edge vocalists, such as Rebecca Pidgeon. And the label is just beginning to record classical artists.

David Chesky, 38, has assembled a staff of like-minded technicians and music enthusiasts who admit to being perfectionists when it comes to making their recordings as live-sounding as possible. Chesky does not have a recording studio, preferring to pick venues that are comfortable for the musician and provide a “live” ambience.

At Chesky Records’ New York headquarters, I recently sat down with David Chesky, Miguel Kertsman (the label’s mastering engineer and classical producer), Steve Guttenberg (associate producer), and Bob Katz (recording/mastering engineer and technical director for Digital Domain, a New York City CD mastering house). We discussed the origins of the company, its recording approach, the new Gold Series of reissues, and the label’s The Ultimate Demonstration Disc, among other topics. J.G.
Chesky: I started this label with my brother in 1986, and we started reissuing classical records.

Guttenberg: Chesky was the first label to do audiophile reissues with the proper amount of care that it took to reissue those particular records. Mobile Fidelity had done it with pop music, but Chesky was the first company with classical reissues.

Chesky: We started out by reissuing the Reader’s Digest recordings, with Earl Wild performing Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 2.

What other labels have you reissued?
Chesky: We did a few RCAs. We have the entire line of Reader’s Digest.

Katz: Reader’s Digest is an extremely underrated catalog. Excellent recordings.

You produced LPs before CDs. When did Chesky start making CDs?
Chesky: Before CDs were popular. At the time, they were like a new toy. People were really into LPs then. We didn’t start making CDs until 1988. It was very difficult at that time for small companies to get CDs pressed, because pressing plants were so back-ordered.

What about the LP versus CD controversy? Do LPs really sound better, as many audiophiles claim?
Guttenberg: Why do we still make LPs? Some people still believe that they sound better than CDs. I think they sound different, but I still think that LPs are a small, but important, part of the market. LPs are not dead.

With regard to the analog medium, analog tape still has a lot of things going for it. Analog tape still has higher resolution. And who knows? It may be used at some point as the primary source for making CDs.

Chesky: When we do a session, we record in both formats, analog and digital.

How do your recordings get that realistic, live “feel”?
Chesky: Basically, by capturing a great musician in a great space. A lot of people use a 24-track board as an art thing, to make effects, and that’s their philosophy. We do ours “live to two-track,” with minimal microphone technique you literally hear the instruments as you would see them: Violin on the far left of the soundstage; the bass player right next to her, just a bit behind; a trumpet player on a riser about 2 feet further back; the trombone player a little forward and to the right of the trumpet player; the bassoon player a touch closer; the clarinet player a tiny touch closer, and the percussion further back.

With the Blumlein technique, does the setup require extra attention in order to get the sound right?
Chesky: In 1993, we wanted to do the famous Westminster Choir and organ recording in a large church. We needed to raise the microphone about 40 feet in the air. We had to get a hydraulic crane, and put the mike on it to make the setup work.

Guttenberg: Because the microphone was on the crane, it didn’t have any reflecting surfaces nearby. The closest thing physically to the microphone was the loft.

How important is the team concept at Chesky Records?
Chesky: After a few years of reissuing older recordings, I brought Bob Katz on board, and we started doing original recordings. Then Steve came aboard, and later Miguel.

Everyone in this company is affiliated with music. We aren’t interested in recording boom or bang or sound effects. It’s music that should be recorded.

Katz: As a recording engineer, I have never seen a more detail-oriented team. No other producer has allowed me to go to these great lengths to perfect a recording.

Chesky: And expect it.

Katz: For example, I recently monitored a rehearsal recording, and I heard a little bit of phase cancellation where the trumpet was bouncing off the studio floor into the microphone. It was subtle. The solution I came up with was to put the trumpet on a 3-inch riser; a tremendous improvement.

Many of the performances recorded for Chesky are considered to be among the best from those artists. How does getting these first-rate performances come together?
Chesky: Let’s say we are recording McCoy Tyner at 3 p.m. today. We want to capture
what he sounded like at that moment in time. The whole philosophy behind this label is to get the producer/engineer as out of the way as you can. It’s almost like having a transparent piece of glass. The idea is to have the artist right in front of you in your home. You have not been afraid to experiment with using various types of recording equipment, both old and new. Give us some examples.

Chesky: George Kaye designs a lot of our recording equipment, and it is custom-built here. We use George’s “transparent” tube gear. Bob also is a very talented designer, and we use his gear, his digital converter and associated equipment, during remastering.

Kertsman: We have a custom-modified tube analog machine, an Ampex, that also has been modified by George Kaye. Is all this equipment part of what you call High Resolution Technology, a slogan that is prominent on your latest Compact Discs?

Katz: About a year or so ago, we discovered that a symbiotic combination of many things we were doing created a gigantic leap in the quality of our recordings. They were good before—they were very good—but something happened, a progression, and we labelled it High Resolution Technology.

A lot of it is just great attention to detail. One ingredient is the converter that evolved from the very first one I built in 1988, an 18-bit converter, the Mark I. George Kaye, because he is an audiophile designer and works with tubes, incorporated that technology into the analog input sections of the next and succeeding generations—prior to our latest converter. The latest, the 20-bit Mark IV, has brought us up to another level.

What recordings have been made using the improved converter?

Chesky: The very first recordings made with the Mark IV were Rebecca Pidgeon’s album and Fred Hersch Plays . . . , actually anything after Catalog No. 115.

Katz: Another ingredient in the High Resolution Technology, even before the converter, is the microphone, which was originally built in 1964. However, the microphone we currently use today does not resemble the original one.

Incidentally, the mixer and preamps were also custom-built, also by George Kaye, as was the tape recorder. The digital storage is done on a Nagra D.

You mentioned that several products in your recording and mixing chain are tube-based. Are there sonic advantages to using tube equipment?

Katz: We are not always anti-solid state. From what I understand, it’s easy to make a tube circuit that sounds halfway decent; it’s very hard to make a piece of solid-state gear sound decent. We recently experimented with a solid-state mike preamplifier, however, that has extreme attention to detail, and we’re very impressed with it.

Which of your most recent recordings achieve the sound that you have been striving for from the High Resolution approach?

Kertsman: When recording classical, I thought it would be a great idea to get new groups to do new chamber recordings with this technology, of which Stravinsky’s “The Soldier’s Tale” is an example. It was recorded with a Blumlein microphone technique using a stereo microphone.

Although you use tube gear in the analog stages, what is involved in the digital stages of editing?

Kertsman: Once it is in the 20-bit domain, we then go into our editing system with a Sonic Solutions system for post-production.

I believe in minimal editing. But today, there is a school of philosophy that holds that a recording should be like a motion picture—that it should be a total, perfect illusion. I’m personally against this. But part of our job is to reach a compromise that fits our philosophy and, at the same time, satisfies the needs of the market.

Your label has a reputation for an almost fanatical approach to detail in getting the sound the way you want it. How do the musicians like doing these recordings “live to two-track,” with no overdubs, and all the tinkering you employ?

Chesky: When we do these recordings, it’s a little crazy because we record live, and it’s a lot of pressure. There’s a lot of pressure on the musicians. Sometimes they can’t relate to what we’re doing. When we do the recording, however, they realize they have to trust us.

Several of you have mentioned that your goal of perfection has resulted in an array of custom-made equipment and techniques. Is there anything that hasn’t been mentioned?

Chesky: Our microphones, for example, have shock mounts. Even though there are already manufactured mike mounts on the market, we have taken this to the extreme. Our idea is to get the microphone to be as stable as we can, so we build our own special stands. We even shock-mount other pieces of equipment we use.

Your résumé of artists includes jazz greats McCoy Tyner, Phil Woods, and many others that are as equally talented and not so well known. How do you select them?
Chesky: Sometimes people come to me, and sometimes I find them. We have a lot of famous jazz artists on this label, but we also have some other interesting artists. I believe there are two kinds of music: Good and bad. I sign who I like. I often go by my initial gut reaction.

Katz: If David likes a barbershop quartet, you might find it on this label.

Anyone new that comes to mind?
Chesky: There’s a new woman on our label, Badi Assad. She’s a fantastic new guitarist, very different and interesting. We also have the first Latin classical chamber music ensemble in North America, Orquesta Nova.

Are there any sessions that stand out, an artist that you particularly liked working with?
Chesky: One that was particularly fun for us was the McCoy Tyner session, McCoy Tyner and Joe Henderson on New York Reunion. That was an exciting record.

Katz: One of my favorite parts of that is a drum solo by Al Foster. The drum set was about 6 feet away from the microphone, but it has amazing clarity.

What about that cut “Ask Me Now,” with Joe Henderson playing that powerful sax solo for several minutes?
Chesky: During the session, I said to McCoy, “Maybe we should do something with just you and Joe [Henderson], without a rhythm section.” McCoy said okay, and pulled out this tune. It was totally improvised and done in one take. Joe just started playing, and McCoy started coming in. For the first five or six minutes, it’s just the sax solo, and you really get to hear what a tenor sax sounds like.

Katz: Mongo Santamaria’s recording of Mambo Mongo is historic in several ways. One of them is that we captured an artist at the top of the Latin idiom.

Chesky: The other significant thing about that 1991 recording is that it was the last one we did at RCA Studio A.

Katz: In fact, it was the last recording at all at that studio. Everyone from Frank Sinatra to Liza Minnelli to the Metropolitan Opera recorded there. I really miss the ambience of that room.

Any new recordings coming out from Chesky that really stand out?
Chesky: We have a new record out by Ana Caram that is basically a tribute to Jobim [a South American composer/arranger/pianist who died in 1994]. Another is with the group Oregon.

With your attention to detail and the kinds of artists you record, it sounds as though you are not making recordings for everyone, but more for the discriminating listener. Can the average listener appreciate the effort you put into your recordings? Do they really notice the improvements?
Chesky: Learning to listen is an art. With this in mind, we made The Ultimate Demonstration Disc. It teaches you how to listen and learn. It’s important for people to educate themselves, to know what a good recording is. If you’re listening to compressed radio all day, your whole reference point is shifting.

Guttenberg: Too many people think of listening as a passive experience. They put music on, and it’s background music to them. One of my goals was to get people involved as listeners. The Ultimate Demonstration Disc evolved into a project in which each track would have a spoken introduction to cue the listener about exactly which qualities to listen for.

For example, during the midrange purity tests, there is a track from a Livingston Taylor CD that is just him singing with a finger snapping in the background. I use that track a lot, because everyone can snap their fingers. Here is the sound of a snapping finger. Let’s hear it first on this $500 speaker, and then play it on a $1,000 speaker. You tell me which one sounds more like real finger-snapping.

Miguel, I understand that the Gold Series is a group of reissues of original Chesky releases using High Resolution Technology.

Kertsman: The first Chesky incarnations of these recordings were really great documents of some of those pieces. But David decided to go ahead and take it the extra step in the Gold Series. For the past five years, remastering really has taken a different shape. So we decided to remaster a few of those records in this Gold Series, using this deluxe High Resolution Technology.

We brought a new standard of remastering in which, as much as possible, a total restoration of the master was accomplished. As the producer, I wanted to make sure that the tapes had continuous hall tone, that every analog edit was smooth and not deteriorated by the editing techniques of the day. The response to these reissues has been astonishing. They include Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 2, by Earl Wild, and the Brahms Fourth, with Fritz Reiner conducting.

In using state-of-the-art recording and editing techniques, are you satisfied that your recordings sound as good as they can?
Chesky: The day you can’t tell the difference between live music and hi-fi is the day we’ve done our job. Until then, that remains our quest.
"Based on our time with the SDP1, surround sound is the essential next step in home music reproduction... Most importantly, the two main channels pass through to the main amplifier, untouched. Execution is half the battle and ARC has applied their high standards to the SDP1. This is reflected not only in the build quality, but in the design of the digital delay circuitry and the circuits that derive the ambient and center channel information. The approach is purist... We want to buy into the illusion that a live music event is happening in our homes... The ARC SDP1 helped me get much closer to that illusion... Adding surround sound through the SDP1 was like switching from solid state to tubes without sacrificing the resolution... The SDP1 weaves its most powerful spell on concert recordings... With the SDP1, the listener cannot avoid involvement and it takes much less effort to suspend disbelief... The SDP1 removes the wall; it restores the continuum of sound between the instruments and the listener. This effect is subtle but profound. It is a revolutionary improvement in the credibility of reproduced music."

By Tom Millier

"The Audio Research SDP1 plays music with superb sonic fidelity, much better than other surround processors. As things stand today, the Audio Research SDP1 is clearly focused at the listener who is unwilling to compromise the basic sonic fidelity and spatial imaging of the front stage space, who is unwilling to settle for less music than he hears today from his high end stereo system. On music recordings, all the musical information is up front in this front stage space. All other surround processors degrade this vital information. Only the SDP1 does not. In fact, the SDP1 can enhance this front stage information. The SDP1 can help the center stage space become deeper, richer, and more realistic, enhancing the believability of the musical event on stage. It can even improve the apparent fidelity of instruments playing center stage. The natural musical nuances of each instrument can be more clearly heard when each instrument is surrounded by its own portion of believable stage space. Congratulations to Audio Research for having the courage to uphold their tradition and stick to their guns. It's paid off with a unique surround processor that redefines the fidelity standard for music lovers interested in surround sound."

By J. Peter Moncrief
FAR HOTLINE! 68-70
December 1994

"For those of us who have succumbed to the enticements of surround sound for music, Audio Research's SDP1 is... cause for rejoicing because someone has finally done music surround right... Audio Research is...the first company to offer completely distortionless stereo channels in a surround decoder... I wasn't surprised to find the SDP1 the best-sounding surround decoder I've ever heard—or, rather, not heard... I could hear no "sound" from the decoder whatsoever... I guarantee you won't find another surround decoder that has any less effect on the front channels than this one... If you have any misgivings about getting into surround sound for your music listening, the Audio Research SDP1 should dispel them. It passes the all-important front channels completely unscathed. It does as good a job as any decoder can with the surround channels..."

By J. Gordon Holt
Reprinted from STEREOPHILE Vol. 18, No 8, August 1995

"The critics agree."

"Pure. Simple. Natural."

"The Audio Research SDP1 plays music with superb sonic fidelity, much better than other surround processors."

By J. Peter Moncrief
FAR HOTLINE! 68-70
December 1994
This Boulder amplifier and preamplifier are available in two different but technically identical versions: As the 102AE and L5AE, which are black with protruding knobs, and as the 102M and L5M, reviewed here, which use a blend of satiny and polished metals to unusual and attractive effect.

The L5M balanced preamplifier has provisions for two balanced and six unbalanced inputs (four regular and two tape), all selectable by the “Source” and “Mode” switches. An extremely handy feature I don’t recall seeing in any other balanced preamp is the facility for selecting pin 2 or 3 as the “hot” contact for each balanced input pair and for the main balanced output pair. This means you can get the correct overall polarity from different sources and power amplifiers.

The preamp’s front panel sports four chrome rotary knobs, flush with the panel surface, that control “Mode” (“Tape 2,” “Tape 1,” “Source,” or “Mute”), “Source,” “Balance,” and “Volume.” A chrome slider at the far right switches power on and off; a lone green LED above this slider lights when power is on. On the rear panel are the input/output connectors, consisting of nine pairs of high-quality RCA connectors, two XLR input pairs, and one XLR output pair. Additionally, there is an a.c. line fuse, a socket for an IEC a.c. cord, and a slide switch for selecting operation from 100 to 120 V or from 220 to 240 V. Strangely, there are no RCA input connectors; unbalanced input requires Boulder’s optional ABL adaptor or its CUB6 cable, each of which has an RCA female socket at one end and an XLR male connector at the other.

Taking a look inside the L5M preamp, we find a beautifully made double-sided p.c. motherboard occupying about three-quarters of the internal area. A large (for a preamplifier) toroidal power transformer is mounted to the chassis, at the right of the p.c. board (as seen from the front). Plugged into the motherboard are 10 daughterboard modules that contain the active circuitry for the various gain blocks in the signal circuitry. These boards are mechanically mounted to the motherboard via quarter-inch-square metal blocks at their bottom corners. Interspersed among the gain modules are discrete parts for module servos, signal-selection relays, and such. The power-supply circuitry occupies about a fifth of the motherboard, along the right edge (near the power transformer). The rotary “Mode” and “Source” switches are mounted to the motherboard, whereas the balance and volume controls are not. The balance control is hard-wired to the motherboard with two twisted groups of triple wire; a small p.c. sub-board and a short six-conductor ribbon cable connect the volume control to the board. A front sub-panel allows the metal knobs to be mounted behind the outer front panel. All of the signal input/output connectors are hard-wired with what appears to be Teflon-insulated wire to the motherboard.

Like the L5M preamp, the 102M amp is beautifully built. A large, double-sided p.c. board takes up the entire internal area, save where it is cut out to accommodate the very generously sized toroidal power transformer. This transformer is mounted in the center, right behind the front panel. The actual amplifier circuitry is located on the sides of the board, near the heat-sinks. The switch and an LED. The LED glows green for power on and red for turn-on time delay, output clipping, and protection modes. On the rear panel are a pair of five-way binding posts for each channel’s speaker connection, two XLR balanced input connectors, an IEC power-cord socket, an a.c. line fuse, and a two-position slide switch for operation from 100 to 120 V or from 220 to 240 V. Strangely, there are no RCA input connectors; unbalanced input requires Boulder’s optional ABL adaptor or its CUB6 cable, each of which has an RCA female socket at one end and an XLR male connector at the other.
main filter capacitors are mounted in a row; they are next to the output transistors, right at the point of use. What nice symmetry this amp has: Six filter capacitors for six output devices per channel. A very hip idea here is the use of two shiny bus bars, one for ground and the other for the main output, that go right through the power amplifier circuitry area, side by side. Turret terminals swaged to the p.c. board, six per bus, connect the various output and ground points and tie them to the bus. The central portion of the p.c. board is taken up by power-supply regulators, protection circuitry, and the gain-block modules for the input amplifier. All in all, the layout is extremely well thought out and well executed.

In both the amp and preamp, I noticed liberal usage of ferrite-bead inductors for rejection of r.f. frequencies in the signal and power-supply circuitry. This constitutes good design practice, in my opinion; other manufacturers would do well to look into their use. Another notable engineering touch is the use of sound-deadening material on the inside of the amp’s and preamp’s top covers. These top panels are thus free of mechanical ringing and possible related sonic degradation—that’s more than I can say for a lot of other high-end components. Parts quality in both units is of a high order, and the build quality is right up there with the best of them.

Circuit Highlights

The signal circuitry of the L5M preamplifier is in two main functional blocks. As alluded to earlier, the active signal circuitry is implemented with plug-in gain-block modules. The circuitry in these modules is derived from Deane Jensen’s original JE-990 operational-amplifier design, improved on by Boulder and used, as the BA990DC, in a number of its products. (A schematic of the original Jensen circuit can be found in my review of the Boulder 500AE power amplifier and Ultimate preamplifier in the February 1990 issue.)

The L5M’s front-panel “Source” selector switches the unbalanced signals directly, but it switches the balanced inputs via relays from the XLR jacks into four of the gain modules. These modules (two per channel and one per signal phase) are configured as noninverting amps with gains of 2X, or +6 dB. The balanced outputs of these input buffers are routed through a two-position, four-pole relay (two poles per channel) that functions as a polarity-reversal switch for the balanced inputs.

A subsequent relay selects between the balanced output from the polarity-reversal switch and the unbuffered, unbalanced signal from the wiper of the “Source” selector. If the output from this relay is balanced, differential signal, the module that follows converts this differential input to a single-ended output. If the signal is unbalanced, one of the inputs to the differential/single-ended converter is grounded. Nominal gain from the input to the output of this portion of the line-amplifier circuitry is +6 dB for either balanced or unbalanced inputs. The output at this point feeds both the tape outputs and the input to the remainder of the signal circuitry.

Next in the preamp’s signal path is the tape monitor switch, whose output feeds an interstage attenuator pad having a loss of 11.8 dB. In parallel with the shunt element of the attenuator are the balance control and the input to the volume control. The balance control is connected as a rheostat (a two-terminal variable resistor), while the volume control is connected as a potentiometer (a three-terminal adjustable voltage divider). The volume control’s wiper feeds another gain-block module; this block is configured as a noninverting gain of either 2X (6 dB) or 6.31X (16 dB), depending on the setting of the gain switch on the motherboard. Another gain module, set up as a unity-gain inverter, is driven from the output of the noninverting module.

### SPECS

#### AMPLIFIER

**Power Output:** Continuous, 100 watts/channel into 8 ohms or 170 watts/channel into 4 ohms; peak, 140 watts/channel into 8 ohms or 200 watts/channel into 4 or 2 ohms.

**Frequency Response:** 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, −0.04 dB; 3 dB down at 0.015 Hz and 200 kHz.

**THD at Rated Power:** From 20 Hz to 2 kHz, 0.0015%; at 20 kHz, 0.005%.

**Peak Current Damping Factor:** To 1 kHz, 800; to 20 kHz, 100.

**Slew Rate:** 35 V/µs.

**Voltage Gain:** 20 (26 dB).

**Common-Mode Rejection:** At 60 Hz, 80 dB; at 10 kHz, 150 dB.

**Output Impedance:** Balanced, 100 ohms; unbalanced, 50 ohms; tape, 100 ohms.

**Power Requirements:** 100 to 120 V or 220 to 240 V, 50/60 Hz, 700 watts.

**Dimensions:** 17 in. W x 4 1/4 in. H x 16 1/2 in. D (43.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 41.9 cm).

**Weight:** 33 lbs. (15 kg).

**Prices:** Metal finish, Model 102M, $4,200; black finish, L5AE, $3,750.

**Company Address:** 7737 Coal Creek Dr., Superior, Colo. 80027.
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#### PREAMPLIFIER

**Frequency Response:** 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, −0.05 dB; 3 dB down at 0.02 Hz and at 289 kHz from balanced input, 330 kHz from unbalanced input, and at 550 kHz from tape input.

**THD:** From 20 Hz to 2 kHz, 0.0015%; from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 0.005%.

**Maximum Input Level:** 7 V rms.

**Maximum Output Level:** Balanced, 24 V rms; unbalanced, 12 V rms.

**Maximum Voltage Gain:** Balanced, 6.2 or 16.2 dB; unbalanced, 0.2 or 10.2 dB.

**Input Impedance:** Balanced, 400 kilohms; unbalanced, 200 kilohms; tape, 20 kilohms.

**Output Impedance:** Balanced, 100 ohms; unbalanced, 50 ohms; tape, 50 ohms.

**Power Requirements:** 100 to 120 V or 220 to 240 V, 50/60 Hz, 65 watts.

**Dimensions:** 17 in. W x 4 1/4 in. H x 15 3/4 in. D (43.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 40 cm).

**Weight:** 19 lbs. (8.6 kg).

**Prices:** Metal finish, Model 5M, $4,200; black finish, L5AE, $3,750.

**Company Address:** 7737 Coal Creek Dr., Superior, Colo. 80027.

For literature, circle No. 91
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This latter circuit provides the second phase for the balanced output or an inverted phase for the unbalanced output. A two-position, four-pole relay (two poles per channel) is used for reversing output polarity. Both of the gain modules are serviced by op-amp servo circuits, to keep d.c. offset close to zero. The normal position of the output-polarity switch feeds pin 3 of the output XLR connector, and the unbalanced RCA connector, from the noninverting amplifier. From an audio purist's point of view, the unbalanced output has the simplest signal path with normal output polarity. Further, if you use the tape inputs, there is only one module, the noninverting output amplifier, in the total signal path. The balanced output's negative phase goes through an extra gain module (the unity-gain inverter); and so does the unbalanced output, when the output-polarity switch is in its reverse position.

The L5M preamplifier's power transformer looks to be generously rated. (I would estimate it as at least a 100-VA unit.) Secondary output of this transformer is rectified by a full-wave bridge into ±37.5 V. Main filter capacitors are 2,200-µF, 50-V units. Discrete active regulators provide ±24 V for the gain-block modules. Local decoupling of every gain module is implemented by series ferrite-bead inductors and a pair of 220-µF, 63-V bypass capacitors shunted by a pair of 0.22-µF film units. Darlington emitter followers, with their base inputs fed from Zener-diode shunt regulators, provide ±15 V for the servo op-amps.

All of the signal-switching relays are 24-V units, and most are wired in series for the functions that require two poles per channel. The front-panel rotary switches route d.c. voltages that, in turn, control transistors which drive the relay coils. All of the relay circuitry appears to be run off the regulated ±24 V supplies.

The 102M power amplifier, like its Boulder predecessors, is based on a dual gain-block system. Its input amplifier is (what else?) another of the BA990DC discrete op-amp modules, configured as a differential-to-single-ended converter with a gain of 16 dB. The output amplifier is a similar circuit, scaled up to operate at output-stage voltages and currents. Gain in the output amplifier is 10 dB, for an overall gain of 26 dB. Three pairs of complementary bipolar output transistors are utilized in the output stage. A servo circuit corrects output d.c. offset to low values and maintains the overall amplifier's low-frequency response down to about 0.015 Hz.

The 102M is not actually d.c. coupled, in the strict sense of the word, but I certainly wouldn't quibble with a cutoff frequency of 0.015 Hz!

**Measurements**

Table I shows the L5M preamp's gain, and Table II shows its IHF sensitivity, for various conditions. Unless noted, all subsequent tests of the preamp were done with the output gain set to high.

Frequency response is shown in Fig. 1 for volume-control settings (based on front-panel markings) of 0, −5, −10, −20, −30, −40, −50, and −60 dB. These curves are for unbalanced input and output and instrument loading. (Using IHF loading didn't change the curves' shapes noticeably, and the results for balanced in and out were virtually the same.) Bandwidth is in excess of 200 kHz. Note that the high-frequency response doesn't change with volume setting, as it so often does with other preamplifiers. However, the figure shows that correspondence between the attenuation and the panel markings is increasingly in error as attenuation increases. With the signal applied to the tape inputs, bandwidth was wider than is seen in Fig. 1, being down about −0.6 dB at 200 kHz. (In Fig. 1, the response is down about −1.4 dB at 200 kHz.) Volume-control tracking between channels, down to −60 dB, was within 0.8 dB and in turn opened...
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up to an error of about 4.3 dB at -75 dB of attenuation.

Square-wave responses of the preamp are shown in Fig. 2 for unbalanced input and output. The top trace is for a frequency of 100 kHz at an output level of 10 V, peak to peak, with signal applied to the CD input. The rise-time becomes faster when using a tape input (middle trace). In the bottom trace, using one of the line inputs but at a frequency of 20 Hz, no tilt or pulse droop is in evidence; this results from the preamp’s very low servo cutoff frequency. Rise- and fall-times are 1.1 µS via the CD input; when the tape inputs were used, rise- and fall-times quickened to 0.6 µS. (The IHF load made a slight observable change in the waveshape but didn’t change the rise- and fall-times.)

Figure 3 shows the L5M’s THD + N as a function of output level, for unbalanced input and output with instrument loading at several frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and for 20 kHz with a 600-ohm load. Distortion rises with frequency in the region from 3 to 20 V, and is highest for 20 kHz with 600-ohm loading. (The IHF load gave essentially the same results as for the instrument load.) Below 2 V output, THD + N is dominated by noise, as is always the case when THD + N is expressed as a percentage of output level. This causes the familiar rise in the curves as the level goes down. If THD + N were plotted as a percentage of full scale, the readings below about 2 V out would be a horizontal line at 0.001% to 0.002%. So, for any sane preamp output level of, say, up to 2 V, distortion at any frequency is less than 0.002%—even with a 600-ohm load. For balanced in and out, the output attainable at clipping is twice as high, about 30 V, and the distortion (in the region where it is increasing) is lower for the same output voltage. The L5M even drives a 600-ohm load, which is really 300 ohms per signal phase, to 25 V before clipping. Pretty impressive output capability, I would say. This unit should drive any real load with impunity. Input acceptance for the L5M is about 7 V rms for either the balanced or unbalanced main inputs. This is uncomfortably close to the high output level of some D/A converters but should be okay as long as the converter’s full-scale output is less than 7 V rms.

I measured crosstalk versus frequency for both unbalanced and balanced input and output at the main outputs (not shown). Results were similar for both modes and direction. The crosstalk level was about -90 dB at 1 kHz, and the crosstalk curve rose at 6 dB per octave over the audio frequency range, reaching about -64 dB at 20 kHz.

The L5M’s output noise is shown in Table III for the low- and high-gain modes and a variety of measurement bandwidths. The noise values are outstandingly low. Table IV shows S/N ratios.

Input resistance of the preamp measured 372 and 233 kilohms for balanced and unbalanced inputs, respectively. Tape-input resistance was about 10 kilohms. Output resistance was 100 ohms for the balanced outputs and 50 ohms for the unbalanced outputs.

Common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) for the preamp’s balanced inputs was found to be better than 80 dB from 10 Hz to 4 kHz for the left channel and from 10 Hz to 12 kHz for the right. At 20 kHz, CMRR was 68 and 77 dB for the left and right channels, respectively.

The L5M drew 300 mA from the a.c. line when in operation. That’s substantial, for a preamplifier.

In looking at the 102M power amplifier, voltage gain was virtually the same, 26.1 dB, for unbalanced and balanced inputs. The gains of the two channels were also virtually identical.

The amplifier’s frequency responses—with open-circuit, 8-, and 4-ohm loading—are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the curves essentially overlap each other in the audio band but diverge a bit above it due to the effect of the output’s series inductor. Square-wave responses are shown in Fig. 5. The top trace is for 10 kHz into 8 ohms, and the middle trace is for 10 kHz into 8 ohms paralleled by 2 µF; these results are excellent. So are those in the bottom trace, for a 40-Hz signal, where no tilt or pulse droop is to be seen. (An interesting aside on the action of the protection circuitry: When I reduced the frequency of the function generator to 1 Hz and below in order to induce low-frequency pulse droop, I didn’t get...
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that. What I did get was a reduction of the square wave's duty cycle that depended on the output amplitude and frequency. Both rise- and fall-times—at an output level of 10 V, peak to peak, into 8 ohms—were 1.6 μS.

Figure 6 shows the 102M’s SMpte-IM distortion, and 1-kHz THD + N, for 8- and 4-ohm loading. Data is for the right channel, as that side had slightly more distortion than the left. Figure 7 shows THD + N as a function of frequency at several power levels into 4-ohm loads; the distortion is very low. The spectral content of the harmonic-distortion residue for a 1-kHz, 10-watt signal into a 4-ohm load is depicted in Fig. 8. (These are very low numbers indeed: 0.0001% is one part per million!)

For the amplifier’s balanced inputs, CMRR below 1 kHz was better with both channels driven than when only one channel was in use. In either case, CMRR was better than 80 dB up to 2 or 3 kHz, and decreased to about 65 dB at 20 kHz.

The 102M’s damping factor was the highest of any amplifier that I have had in my lab. Damping factor for either channel was in excess of 4,000 from 10 to 100 Hz, decreased to about 1,600 at 1 kHz, and ended up at about 110 at 20 kHz! If damping factor has any relation to bass quality, this amp ought to have killer bass.

Crosstalk between the amplifier’s channels had the usual rising, 6-dB/octave characteristic in the right-to-left direction. It was about —106 dB at 1 kHz and ended up at about —80 dB at 20 kHz for both balanced and unbalanced inputs. The crosstalk in the left-to-right direction was similar up to 1 kHz but dipped some 10 dB below the right-to-left crosstalk above 2 or 3 kHz.

The 102M’s output noise, as a function of measurement bandwidth and for unbalanced input termination, is listed in Table V. The results for balanced inputs terminated in 600 ohms per phase were too similar to warrant inclusion. Measured results are very good; it is unlikely that any hum or hiss will be heard coming out of this amp.

Dynamic power attainable with 8-ohm loads was 175 watts, with no droop during the tone-burst period. This translates to a dynamic headroom of 2.4 dB. For 4-ohm loading, there was some droop in power during the burst period, but not much. The power level attainable was 338 watts at the beginning of the burst and 325 watts at its end. Dynamic headroom, using the value at the beginning of the burst, was 3.0 dB. Not much burst power was available into a 1-ohm load, due to the action of the protection circuitry; I was able to get about 7 amperes, peak, before protection-circuit artifacts started to show up. Clipping power was 155 watts for an 8-ohm load and 270 watts for a 4-ohm load, giving clipping headroom figures of 1.9 and 2.0 dB, respectively. Obviously, the 102M has an unusual reserve of power in relation to its rating.

The amp’s input resistance measured 5.6 kilohms, unbalanced. It was 10.6 kilohms in balanced mode.

The d.c. offset, with the amp idling and warmed up, was about 1 mV. After the 102M got quite hot in testing, offset did increase to about 4 or 5 mV but quickly came down as it cooled off. The a.c. line draw was about 800 mA when the amp was first turned on and after it warmed up, indicating excellent output-stage thermal stability.

Both the amp and the preamp behaved really well in the lab, exactly as such units are supposed to. I can’t say the same for every piece of gear I test.
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Use and Listening Tests

Phono equipment in my system during the review period included an Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Arm and a Stanton 981HZS moving-magnet pickup, feeding my own tube phono preamp/passive signal selector/attenuator or a Quicksilver Audio preamp. On the digital side, Counterpoint DA-11A and PS Audio Lambda CD transports drove a Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 and other (experimental) D/A converters. Other signal sources included a Nakamichi ST-7 FM tuner and 250 cassette recorder, and a Technics open-reel recorder. Preamplifiers used in my system for comparison purposes included a model from Quicksilver Audio, Forsell tube line drivers, a First Sound II passive unit, and my own passive signal selector/attenuator. Other power amplifiers in my system were a Crown Macro Reference, Quicksilver M135s, and a pair of VAC PAI60s. The loudspeakers were B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, augmented from 20 to 50 Hz by my two subwoofer systems, each using a JBL 1400Nd driver in a 5-cubic-foot ported enclosure.

When I first received the Boulder units, I hooked them up and used them as a pair, with balanced interconnect cables between preamp and amp. My impression during this initial period was that the overall sound was smooth and listenable: It was quite good overall, but it did not quite have the resolution and realism of my reference equipment. Subsequently, I used the Boulder amp and preamp separately, to determine their individual characteristics. From what I heard, each piece put some small but noticeable signature upon the sound. The 102M power amplifier seemed to soften the sound slightly, in a way that seems partially responsible for the slight loss of resolution and realism. This was quite apparent when compared to the Crown Macro Reference, for instance. In the area of bass definition, tightness, and whack, the 102M, within its power rating, was very much like the Crown, in that bass was beautifully tight and defined. This does suggest that a high damping factor has something to do with an amp’s ability to control a speaker’s bass output, though I don’t think this is the only factor involved.

All in all, I thought the 102M sounded very good. I really got some wonderful vinyl reproduction when driving the amp directly from my tube phono preamp/passive signal selector/attenuator. Using the L5M as a system preamp, I felt that the sound lost some of its resolution, space, and air in a way that did little to soften the sound. It seems logical, then, that both pieces of gear used together would produce a slight overall softening and loss of resolution. What I have described as a slight loss of resolution is not all bad, however. It tends to make harsh-sounding sources more musical and less irritating. What we need is a control knob somewhere on our equipment that has “max resolution” as its clockwise limit and “mellow and nice” when twisted all the way to the left. Treble controls, anyone?

The Boulder components worked flawlessly, with one exception: When the amplifier came out of turn-on delay, and when it was turned off, I could hear a slight tick in one speaker or the other, apparently at random. Also, I found the knobs on the L5M preamp and the power switches on both the amp and preamp just plain awkward to use; I would prefer the more conventional knobs of the L5AE.

In conclusion, despite my fairly small nitpicks, I liked using this Boulder pair and listening with them. I would recommend giving them an audition, especially if you like their appearance and you fancy well-built audio equipment.

Table III—Output noise levels, Boulder L5M preamplifier, with unbalanced input and output, for full clockwise setting of volume control (CW), minimum setting (CCW), and worst-case setting (WC). The worst case typically occurred at a setting of -6 dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Noise, µV</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCW WC CW CCW WC CW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Gain Mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Gain Mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV—A-weighted IHF S/N ratios, L5M preamplifier, for 500 mV in and out at 1 kHz.†With low gain, unbalanced main out from tape input was below 500 mV, too low for S/N measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N, dB</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-Gain Mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbalanced In and Out</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape In, Unbalanced Main Out</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced In and Out</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced In, Unbalanced Out</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Gain Mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbalanced In and Out</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>106.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape In, Unbalanced Main Out</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced In and Out</td>
<td>101.1</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced In, Unbalanced Out</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>105.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V—Output noise levels, Boulder 102M power amplifier, using unbalanced input. The IHF S/N was 96.5 dB for the left channel and 96.7 dB for the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Noise, µV</th>
<th>LEFT</th>
<th>RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td>206.7</td>
<td>205.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>55.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz to 22 kHz</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The last Boston Acoustics system I reviewed in *Audio* was the large tower-style, three-way T1030 speaker (January 1991), which performed very well in my tests. Since then, the company has grown considerably and expanded its engineering staff. It is still headed by Andy Petite, the former Advent speaker designer who founded Boston Acoustics with Frank Reed in 1979. However, Petite changed his surname last year to Kotsatos, his original family name, to honor his Greek roots. (Andy’s father worked as a busboy in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel’s restaurant after immigrating to the United States. He was called “le petit” by the French waiters, because he was the youngest and smallest. He took the name Petite as a surname, and passed it on to Andy.)

Boston Acoustics now has more than 34 speaker systems in its line, covering many different product areas, including high-end, general-usage, video, satellite-with-subwoofer, auto sound, indoor/outdoor, and in-wall products. The high-end Lynnfield line has been well accepted by the marketplace and includes products in the price range of $1,800 to $5,000 per pair.

The CR7 is second from the bottom in a new line of four Compact Reference Series speakers, ranging in price from $200 to $420 per pair. All are video-shielded and incorporate injection-molded ABS front and rear panels. The two smaller systems can be easily wall-mounted, thanks to an integral keyhole molded on the rear panel and an optional swivel-mount bracket.

Although clearly aimed at the home theater market, all four models in the Compact Reference Series can be used in conventional two-channel stereo setups or as auxiliary speakers in multiroom music systems. An additional companion center-channel speaker is available, as is a larger center-channel model and a diffuse-field surround system.

The CR7 is a small, two-way vented speaker using a 6½-inch, mica-filled polypropylene cone woofer with butyl rubber surround and a ¾-inch polycarbonate plastic-dome tweeter. The front and rear panels of the CR7 have a rear-ribbed design that is said to offer the stiffness of an inch-thick baffle. Use of thin molded panels creates a cabinet with a greater internal volume for a given external dimension, which enhances bass output. Molded into the rear panel is a venting port that is flared to minimize port turbulence. The molded front panel is designed to minimize diffraction and to improve the speaker’s looks. The front panel and the design of the tweeter frame allow the CR7’s tweeter to be quite close to the woofer, which improves vertical coverage and is said to enhance imaging capabilities. The side walls of the cabinet are braced with a U-shaped, ¾-inch medium-density fiberboard shelf that increases the stiffness of the assembly by interlocking the front and rear panels with the sides of the cabinet.

The speaker is available in either black-ash or cherry vinyl, with all four sides finished. The front is covered by a formed metal grille that is press-fitted into the molded front panel. The CR7s are intended to be used with their grilles attached; I found the grilles difficult to remove. The front panel’s logo button can be rotated for sideways or upside-down placement.

The crossover components are hot-glued to a 3 x 4-inch hardboard panel that is screwed to the rear panel, behind the woofer. Electrically, the woofer is driven by...
a first-order, low-pass filter composed of a series inductor; the tweeter is connected to a second-order, high-pass filter composed of a series resistor-capacitor combination, with an inductor to ground in parallel with the tweeter. However, the very small-value series inductor (75 µH) connected to the woofer does not provide any low-pass action; instead, it equalizes the woofer’s output in the upper part of its range. The woofer itself, with a four-layer voice-coil, provides most of the acoustic roll-off of the woofer. Even though the woofer’s inductance is quite small, the designers felt that the CR7 sounded better with it left in.

The crossover contains five components: Two resistors (connected in series to form a single equivalent resistor), two inductors, and one capacitor. Although both inductors are iron-core, the woofer inductor uses a laminated-rod core, said to minimize magnetic saturation problems. A high-quality Mylar-film capacitor is used in the tweeter circuit. Connections between crossover and speakers use 18-gauge stranded wire, with clips for attachment. Both drivers are connected in positive polarity. A single pair of gold-plated, five-way binding posts, on standard ¼-inch centers for banana plugs, provide input connection and handle large cable, up to 0.2 inch in diameter (AWG No. 6 or smaller).

**Measurements**

The on-axis, anechoic frequency response of the CR7 is shown in Fig. 1. Measurements were taken 2 meters from the front of the cabinet, on the box’s axis. A voltage of 3.66 V rms (equivalent to 2 watts into the rated 8-ohm impedance) was applied and then referred back to 1 meter with an input of 2.83 V rms (equivalent to 1 watt into the 8-ohm impedance). A combination of ground-plane and elevated free-field measurements was used to derive the curve, which was then averaged with a 10th-octave smoothing filter.

With the grille on, the smoothed response fits a 7-dB window (+2, −5 dB, referenced to 1 kHz) from 62 Hz to 20 kHz. Major features of the response include a broad rise centered at 700 Hz, a narrow dip at 7.8 kHz, and bass that rolls off at 60 Hz, somewhat high if compared to larger speakers. Considering the CR7’s size, the low-frequency extension is quite reasonable and actually goes somewhat lower than other models of the same size. With the grille off, the response (shown unsmoothed) is slightly flatter above 6 kHz, and fits a tighter window of 5.5 dB from 70 Hz to 20 kHz.

Averaged from 250 Hz to 4 kHz (giving equal emphasis to each third-octave frequency band), the CR7’s sensitivity measured 87.2 dB, essentially equal to the manufacturer’s 88-dB rating. If you exclude the range of 2 to 3 kHz, the right and left speakers matched within a close ±0.8 dB from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. In the excluded range, one side was about 3 dB below the opposite side in a third-octave-wide band. (The response in Fig. 1 is of the better system). Measurements on a second set of CR7s I received (due to tweeter damage to one system in my tests of peak power) revealed a much closer right/left match of ±0.5 dB from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. The response of the second set of speakers was also slightly flatter, due to an increase in output between 3 and 7 kHz that averaged about 1.5 dB.

Figure 2 shows the phase and group-delay responses of the CR7, referenced to the tweeter’s arrival time. Also shown is waveform phase, which directly indicates whether waveshapes will be preserved in specific frequency ranges. The phase curve is well behaved and decreases by 155° between 1 and 10 kHz. When averaged from 1 to 4 kHz, the group-delay curve indicates a relatively low offset of about 0.15 mS, with the woofer delayed behind the tweeter. The waveform phase indicates that waveshapes will most likely not be strongly preserved in any frequency range. However, between 200 Hz and 4 kHz (the latter is the crossover frequency), a very important range musically, the waveform phase stays within about ±55°. This means that waveshapes won’t be greatly distorted and will be in polarity with respect to the system’s input. Above 7 kHz, the waveform phase stays somewhat close to ±180°, indicating that waveshapes in this range will be inverted. Note that this occurs even though the tweeter is wired in polarity with the woofer. The inversion is due to the nonlinear phase of the crossover and the drivers’ individual responses.

Figure 3 illustrates the CR7’s energy/time response. The main arrival, at 3 mS, is very compact and is followed by a couple of delayed responses that are down 23 dB or more. In general, the curve is well behaved.

Figure 4 shows horizontal off-axis responses of the CR7; the bold curve at the rear of the graph is on-axis response. The curve-to-curve uniformity of the set indicates quite even horizontal coverage. Only moderate narrowing is evident in the range above 10 kHz.

The vertical off-axis responses are shown in Fig. 5; the bold curve in the middle of the graph is on-axis response (center of box).
The curves are quite uniform except in the range from 3 to 8 kHz, which includes the crossover. Here, the response is much narrower. Within -10° to +5° of the axis, the response is fairly uniform and flat. A dip develops in the stated range above and below these angles. The polar pattern of the system through the crossover range skews slightly downward.

In Fig. 6, impedance versus frequency, you can see the two peaks and a dip, characteristic of the vented box, below 200 Hz. The dip to 4.2 ohms (minimum impedance) at 42 Hz indicates the approximate location of the vented box’s tuning. The maximum impedance of 21.5 ohms is reached at 80 Hz, the vented system’s upper impedance peak. An intermediate peak of 14.5 ohms is reached at 2 kHz, about an octave below crossover.

The CR7’s max/min impedance variation ratio is a moderate 5.1 to 1 (21.5 divided by 4.2). Cable series resistance should be limited to a maximum of about 0.060 ohm to keep cable-drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of about 10 feet, I recommend that you use 14-gauge (or larger diameter), low-inductance cable.

In Fig. 7, the complex impedance is plotted over the range of 5 Hz to 30 kHz. Well behaved, the curve is dominated by two loops that correspond to the two impedance peaks of the vented box at 20 and 80 Hz. (The slightly flattened sides of the loops are due to the measuring setup, not the speaker.)

When the system was swept with a high-level sine wave, I noted no major box resonances, but did notice a moderate resonance of the grille and the sides of the box from 280 to 320 Hz. I was impressed with the clean output of the CR7 in the bass range above 35 Hz. Port wind noise and chuffing sounds were fairly low. Significant outward dynamic offset of the cone occurred in the range of 20 to 30 Hz and 80 to 120 Hz. The vented box works quite well and reduces cone excursion at box resonance by a significant three-fourths, comparing port open to closed. A solid reduction in excursion was noted at 45 Hz, the vented box resonance.

Figure 8 shows the 3-meter room response, with both raw and sixth-octave smoothed data. The CR7 was upright in the right-hand stereo position and aimed laterally at the test microphone, which was at ear height (36 inches) at the listener’s position on the sofa. I used a 30-inch speaker stand, which placed the middle of the CR7 36 inches from the floor. The system was driven with a swept sine-wave signal of 2.83 V rms (corresponding to 1 watt into the rated 8-ohm impedance). The direct sound and the first 13 m of the room’s reverberation are included.

If you exclude a roll-off above 19 kHz, the averaged curve in Fig. 8 is well behaved but a bit choppy, and fits a fairly tight 9-dB window. Although no major peaks or dips are evident, the curve has an undulating up/down character; there are 11 peak-and-dip combinations with amplitude ratios greater than 1.5 dB. With smoothing of the peaks and dips, the averaged curve is fairly flat, sloping downward above 1 kHz, and dropping some 5 dB between 1 and 20 kHz.

Figure 9 shows the Ei (41.2-Hz) harmonic distortion with input power ranging from 0.05 to 50 watts (20 V rms into the 8-ohm load). The second harmonic reaches only a low 7.6%, while the third rises to 16.4%. The fourth harmonic reaches 2.9%, with higher harmonics below 1.4%. Interestingly, the second harmonic attains a higher intermediate level of 10% at about 10 watts, before finally falling to a level of 7.6%. The distortion at tone E1 is lower than it might have been because its frequency is near the vented box’s resonance frequency (45 Hz). At 1 meter in free space with a 50-watt input, the CR7 generates a usable 93 dB SPL at 41.2 Hz, the frequency of the lowest note on a bass.

The A1 (110-Hz) harmonic distortion is shown in Fig. 10. The second harmonic is the highest, rising to a significant 15.5% at full power. The third and fourth harmonics reach moderate levels, from 5% to 6%, with the fifth a lower 3.5%. The woofer exhibits significant outward movement at power.
To claim that our digital components will bring musicians into your living room might be an over promise. However, you might want to lock your liquor cabinet.

Now presenting HDCD. It's the remarkable process that vastly improves the fidelity of CDs, including ones you already own. And four of our new digital to analog converters have it. Simply marry one of our D/A converters to any of our single or 5-disc CD transports and your music will come so alive that it's a little scary. To enjoy the show, head to your local Parasound dealer. Where there's never a cover charge.

CD/C-1500 Multi-disc Carousel Changer. A plethora of high-end sound means you no longer have to compromise for convenience. Easily upgradeable to AES/EBU and ST outputs.

Parasound Products • 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 • 415-397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144 • In Canada, distributed by Absolute Sound Imports. 604-984-3400

HDCD is a registered trademark of Pacific Microsonics.
levels above 10 watts, due to dynamic offset at the test frequency. This causes the second-harmonic distortion to increase dramatically above 10 watts. Figure 11 shows the \( A_2 \) (440-Hz) harmonic distortion. The only significant distortion here is a moderate second (at 6.6%) and third (at 3.3%) at full power. At 1 meter in free space with a 50-watt input, the speaker generated roughly 104 dB SPL at both 110 and 440 Hz, a very usable level.

Figure 12 shows the IM versus power, created by tones of 440 Hz \( (A_4) \) and 41.2 Hz \( (E_1) \) of equal power. The IM rises gradually, reaching a consequential 14% at full power. Although this percentage may seem fairly high, in reality this is a relatively low level for a system of the CR7’s size that is reproducing both tones from the same driver.

Figure 13 illustrates the speaker’s short-term peak-power input and output capabilities. The peak input power was calculated by assuming that the measured peak voltage was applied across the rated 8-ohm impedance. The peak input power starts at a moderate 10 watts at 20 Hz, quickly rises to a healthy level of 200 watts at 45 Hz (the box resonance), falls somewhat to 130 watts at 80 Hz, and then rises smoothly into the 5.5-kW range above 2 kHz. A slight drop in power, to 4.1 kW, is noted at 3 kHz, just below crossover. During the tests of peak power, one tweeter in the first set developed a slight buzz that generated sub-harmonics when the speaker was driven by a sine wave above 10 kHz at levels above 4 V rms. Rather than send a new replacement tweeter, which might have upset the right/left balance, Boston Acoustics sent me a new pair of CR7s.

With room gain, the maximum peak output starts at an unusable 79 dB at 20 Hz and rises rapidly to a fairly healthy plateau of 108.5 dB in the range between 60 and 80 Hz. It peaks at 114 dB at 125 Hz, drops slightly to 113 dB at 160 Hz, and then rises smoothly into the loud range of 121 to 123 dB above 1 kHz. Although 110 dB is not reached until 100 Hz, and 120 dB is only reached at 600 Hz, the CR7’s low-frequency output is still very usable because its peak output in the important octave between 40 and 80 Hz is in the range of 103 to 108 dB. In this octave, the CR7s rank above one-third of the systems I have measured, including some that were significantly larger.

Use and Listening Tests

I recently tested a couple of large and heavy systems, so the smaller and lighter CR7s were a welcome change. If stacked on their sides, I could easily hold both of them under one arm. Even though relatively small and costing only $260 per pair, the CR7s provided a surprisingly satisfying level of bass, and their overall sound and balance competed well with my B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 reference speakers.

I was very impressed with the CR7’s appearance and build quality. The injection-molded front and rear panels added greatly to my positive impressions. The handsome side, top, and bottom panels initially fooled me into thinking that real cherry wood was used as veneer, rather than vinyl.

The rear panel has four raised bosses for the attachment of rubber feet, which prevent marring when the CR7 is mounted on a wall. As an alternate to simple keyhole wall mounting, Boston Acoustics sent me a pair of its CRB swivel-mounting brackets, which facilitate wall mounting and aiming. These brackets rotate in one plane only, meaning that the system must be mounted vertically for side-to-side aiming or mounted horizontally for adjustable up/down tilting. I did not mount the speakers on a wall, but both methods appeared straightforward. I did all of my listening with the CR7s placed conventionally on stands and with their metal grilles attached. Boston Acoustics provided no means for attaching spikes to the bottom of the speakers.

The four-page owner’s booklet applies to the entire Compact Reference Series line. As far as content is concerned, the booklet is a bit sparse, because the front page has only a picture and a title. Topics covered include connections and hookup, room placement, wall mounting, listening levels, and power handling. The booklet emphasizes that for the most serious listening in a standard stereo setup, the speakers must be positioned conventionally (i.e., not wall mounted) and must be well away from wall surfaces and corners.

I listened with gear that included Onkyo and Rotel CD players, Krell’s KRC preamp and KSA250 power amp, Straight Wire Maestro cabling, and the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 reference speakers.
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they exhibited surprising bass capability for their size, cleanly re-creating percussive attacks, such as the rim shots on track 1. On some of the tracks, however, the CR7s presented a closer, more up-front sound than the soundstage provided by the B & Ws. Lateral instrument placement, imaging, and re-creation of the mono center image recreation were just about the equal of the 801s.

On the stand-up/sit-down test with pink noise, the CR7s' performance was marginally acceptable; I heard a moderate tonal change when I stood up. Although I listened with the speakers inverted for this test, I preferred their vertical coverage when placed upright. They equalled the very good performance of the 801s on evenness of horizontal coverage. Octave-to-octave spectral balance on pink noise was good; I heard only some tonality, and the sound was a bit hotter in the midrange. The CR7s did, naturally, exhibit less bass than the reference speakers.

On third-octave band-limited pink noise, the CR7s generated no usable output at the 20- and 25-Hz third-octave bands and had barely usable output at 32 Hz. The output was quite usable at 40 and 50 Hz, and good at all higher bass frequencies. In direct comparison with the 801s at the same levels in the bass range, the B & Ws' output was noticeably cleaner than the CR7s', Port-wind noise was low, but noticeable, on all the low-bass bands.

With classical material—notably Music for Trumpet and Organ (Lydian 18104, an inexpensive but good-sounding DDD import)—the Bostons did not let me down. The horns and the difficult pipe organ underpinning were reproduced cleanly and effectively. Only when played at an uncomfortably loud level did the CR7s start sounding somewhat muddy in the organ pedal notes and harsh on the trumpets. On organ-only material, the Bostons would not shake the walls but still had enough bass to do justice to the music.

The Bostons performed quite well on pop/jazz. With The Sheffield Jazz Experience (Sheffield 10046-2-G, a super jazz sampler!), they exhibited surprising bass ca-

All things considered, the CR7s performed very well in my tests. At only $260 per pair, they are a very good value. They have excellent looks, their sound is smooth and well balanced, and their bass response competes with that of larger speakers. They would make a fine choice for a budget high-performance stereo system or would provide very good value in an A/V or home theater system. The CR7s also are a very good choice to use as satellites with an accompanying subwoofer.
Listen Past the Equipment and Experience the Music as Intended

Once in a while an idea comes along which represents a significant step forward in advancing the current state-of-the-art. We feel our new ST Series amplifiers exemplify this unique distinction.

A new approach to low-noise, low distortion signal path has produced a line of amplifiers which is actually quieter and more transparent than any source material currently available.

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 8B ST 4 channel 120 wpc, 5B ST 3 channel 120 wpc, 4B ST 250 wpc stereo, 7B ST 500 watts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 12L wpc stereo.

The Bryston ST innovation: our ultra-linear “input buffer-with-gain” substantially lowers the distortion and inherent noise floor — hearing is believing.

Completely separate power supplies for each channel eliminate any crosstalk to ensure firm focus and completely accurate imaging of musical instruments.

Switchable gold plated RCA unbalanced and XLR-1/4 inch balanced inputs, with equal gain, allows flexibility for multi-channel system configurations.
EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

AIWA AD-F850 CASSETTE DECK

Aiwa’s AD-F850 is so easy to operate, and analog cassette decks are so familiar, that most Audio readers are likely to skip its informative, well-written manual. This would be a shame, because the Aiwa has at least one unusual feature, a recording-sensitivity control, that bears further explanation.

Recording sensitivity becomes important when using Dolby noise reduction. Tapes differ in sensitivity (the flux level recorded on the tape for a given signal current) as well as in bias requirements. In playback, Dolby decoders assume that a magnetic level of 200 nWb/m corresponds to a “Dolby 0” recording. If the flux level differs from that reference, due to a difference in tape sensitivity between the product used and the factory calibration tape, the Dolby decoder “mistracks” and tonal balance is altered as a consequence.

AT ITS PRICE, THE AIWA AD-F850 IS UP AGAINST STIFF COMPETITION BUT PERFORMS WELL.

All decks have manual or automatic switches to set bias for each tape type. But within each generic tape type, as most readers know, different magnetic formulations vary in the amount of bias needed to obtain flat response; not all Type II tapes are the same, nor are all Type I tapes alike. A deck’s specified frequency response is likely to apply only if you use the same tape (or a very similar tape) to that used for factory calibration. Unfortunately, deck manufacturers, perhaps unwilling to tread on the toes of tape suppliers, seldom inform you what those tapes were. Even if they did, that information would rapidly become outdated, since tape companies have a habit of “improving” formulations without changing their tapes’ designations. Bias fine-tuning adjustments, which are relatively common on cassette decks, help you obtain smooth, extended treble response even when formulations change.

Cassette decks that have internal test-tone generators to aid in “tape matching” (automatically or with manual controls) usually adjust both the bias and the recording sensitivity. The Aiwa AD-F850 differs in not having internal generators, but it does.

SPECS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Response:</th>
<th>Metal (Type IV) tape, 15 Hz to 20 kHz; CrO₂ (Type II) tape, 15 Hz to 19 kHz; normal (Type I) tape, 15 Hz to 18 kHz.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N:</td>
<td>78 dB above 5 kHz for metal tape with Dolby C NR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow and Flutter:</td>
<td>Wtd. rms, 0.035%; DIN 45-500, 1%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Characteristics:</td>
<td>Sensitivity, 100 mV with gain set at maximum; impedance, 47 kilohms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Characteristics:</td>
<td>Line, 530 mV, for load impedances over 47 kilohms; headphone, 1.1 mW, for 32-ohm load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias Frequency:</td>
<td>105 kHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motors:</td>
<td>One d.c. servo motor and one d.c. motor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heads:</td>
<td>Record/play, PC-OCC coil super DX; erase, double-gap Sendust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Requirements:</td>
<td>120 V, 60 Hz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption:</td>
<td>25 watts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions:</td>
<td>17 in. W x 5% in. H x 12% in. D (43 cm x 14 cm x 31.8 cm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>9.9 lbs. (4.5 kg).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price:</td>
<td>$400.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Address:</td>
<td>800 Corporate Dr., Mahwah, N.J. 07430.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For literature, circle No. 90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photos: Michael Green
provide controls to adjust both functions. (It also has HX Pro headroom extension, which fine-tunes bias automatically according to the signal's high-frequency content.) The adjustments on this deck must be made by ear, however. That's not as difficult as it sounds, however, given that the AD-F850 has a three-head design with off-tape monitoring.

The owner's manual, which includes a list of bias settings for most major tape brands and formulations, suggests that you begin with the bias control at the setting listed for the tape you're using. To fine-tune, you switch off the noise reduction, record FM interstation noise at a -25 dB level, and adjust the bias control for the best sound match as you toggle the "Monitor" switch between "Source" and "Tape." Aiwa suggests that recording sensitivity be set by raising the level to 0 dB, toggling "Monitor" back and forth, and adjusting until the meter indicates "0" for both positions. Personally, I'd prefer an alternate approach:

Above the pause and "REC Mute" buttons is a three-position slide switch that operates the noise-reduction system ("Off," Dolby "B," and Dolby "C"); below those buttons is a headphone jack. (There's no headphone level control.) The "Power" and "Eject" buttons are at the far left, near the nonremovable loading door. The back panel is straightforward: One pair of line-level inputs and a pair of outputs, both outfitted with ordinary RCA jacks. As with the majority of cassette decks these days, there are no microphone inputs.

The AD-F850 comes with a remote control that addresses all transport functions including "REC" and "REC Mute." You can also reset the counter, do a "Zero Return," and toggle the "Monitor" and "Display" from the remote. But you can't set recording level or balance, nor can you operate the calibration controls.

**Measurements**

As is apparent from the data in the "Measured Data" Tables and in the graphs, the Aiwa AD-F850 performs quite well.

Playback response, measured with BASF calibration tapes (Fig. 1), extends to 20 kHz on Type I tape and to 14 kHz with the Type II formulation. The high-end droop on the Type II tape is likely due to azimuth misalignment, since I found substantially more playback phase error with that tape than with the Type I. (The Type I error is listed in Table I.) Chalk it up to the way the mechanism transported the two tapes; another test made another day might have produced different results. The rising bass response on the right (inner) track comes from playing a full-width recording with a stereo head, and should be ignored.

Line output is adequate; however, the output impedance is a bit higher than usual, which suggests you should use relatively short interconnects. Headphone output

**Fig. 1—Playback frequency response using Type I and Type II BASF calibration tapes.**

**Fig. 2—Record/play frequency response for a TDK Type II tape without noise reduction (A), with Dolby B NR (B), and with Dolby C NR (C).**
"Source" and "Tape." The bias and sensitivity controls each have five tick marks on either side of the detent. I found the following control settings were best: TDK SA, bias at −2.5, sensitivity at −2; TDK MA, bias at minimum, sensitivity at −2.5; TDK DS-X, bias at −2.5, sensitivity at −2.5, and Greencorp Music Plus, bias at −2.3, sensitivity at −0.4.

I took families of response curves on each product at three recording levels (−20, −10, and 0 dB) with each noise-reduction setting (off, Dolby B NR, and Dolby C NR). The 0-dB reference in all cases was 250 nWb/m at 315 Hz, about 2 dB above "Dolby 0." The curves are shown in Figs. 2 through 5.

I also measured record/play tape noise for each tape and Dolby setting, using both "A" weighting and the CCIR/ARM weighting that Dolby Laboratories prefers. The results are in Table II, as are those for maximum THD + N in the range from 50 Hz to 5 kHz (measured at −10 dB), THD + N at DIN 0 (250 nWb/m) taken at 315 Hz, the recorded level corresponding to 3% THD + N at 315 Hz, and the deck's indicator readings (in the "Source" position) corresponding to DIN 0 and to 3% THD + N. For the three TDK products, I also measured the effect of the bias control on 10-kHz sensitivity. The effect of the "REC Sensitivity" control (approximately ±2.75 dB) should be comparable for all products. All distortion measurements were made with Dolby NR off, as was the data for bias and record-sensitivity ranges.

Figure 6 shows THD + N as a function of recorded level for the TDK products and Greencorp Music Plus, while Figs. 7A through 7D show third-octave noise spectra, referenced to DIN 0, for each of the four tapes at each available NR setting.

What conclusions can be drawn from this mass of data? Clearly, the Aiwa AD-F850 is capable of resolving 20-kHz recordings, as exemplified by the Type I playback response curves and its performance with TDK MA. Dolby tracking after calibrating recording sensitivity is quite good. There's some midrange sag with Dolby C NR, but it's relatively minor and better than I've obtained with many other decks. The

THE AIWA AD-F850 IS CLEARLY CAPABLE OF RESOLVING 20-kHz RECORDINGS.
Line Input Characteristics: Sensitivity, 125 mV for 250-nWb/m recorded level at 315 Hz; clipping level, above 10 V; impedance, 33 kilohms.

Line Output Characteristics: Level, 650 mV from 250-nWb/m recorded level at 315 Hz; impedance, 3,100 ohms.

Headphone Output Characteristics: Nominal level, 0.47 V from 250-nWb/m recorded level at 315 Hz; maximum level, 0.44 V (0.32 mW) into 600 ohms or 0.27 V (1.46 mW) into 50 ohms, both from 250-nWb/m recorded level at 315 Hz; impedance, 36 ohms.

Playback Phase Error with Type I BASF Calibration Tape: 15°, ±30°, at 10 kHz.

Record/Play Channel Separation: 53 dB at 315 Hz.

Record-Sensitivity Control Range: +2.7 to −2.8 dB.

Erasure: 70.5 dB at 100 Hz with Type IV tape.

MPX Filter: At 19.000 kHz, −41.4 dB; at 19.023 kHz, −41.7 dB.

Indicator Response Time: Approximately 0.4 mS.

Indicator Decay Time: Approximately 1,300 mS (peak hold).

Indicator Overshoot: 0 dB.

Playback Speed Error: +0.96% for line voltages of 105 to 127 V.

Record/Play Wow and Flutter: DIN-weighted, ±0.055%; EIAJ-weighted, 0.034% wtd. rms.

Rewind and Fast-Forward Times: 106 seconds for C-90 cassette.

In any event, the Aiwa AD-F850 is not a deck that should be pushed hard. As you can see from Table II, 3% THD + N (at 315 Hz) is reached with the deck’s indicator readings of “+4” to “+6” with the tapes I used in my testing. This leaves the meter’s top two segments, “+8” and “+10,” unused. Nonetheless, the 16-segment indicator is arguably more adept than many; it responds quickly, without overshoot, and has an adequately long “peak hold.”

Record/play channel separation is excellent, but the fair amount of interchannel phase error indicates some degree of azimuth misalignment between the record and play heads’ gaps. Had they been aligned better, the record/play response curves—which are really quite good—would probably have been more extended. The multiplex filter is unusually accurate and does a good job notching out residual 19-kHz pilot tones that might exist in an FM tuner’s output.

The AD-F850’ dual-capstan transport was superb. It ran a bit fast, but wow and flutter were virtually nonexistent. Fast-wind times were 106 seconds for a C-90 cassette, which is about par for the course.

### Measured Data Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>TYPE II</th>
<th>TYPE IV</th>
<th>TYPE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I BASF Calibration Tape</td>
<td>15°, ±30°, at 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Play Interchannel Phase Error</td>
<td>130°, ±5°, at 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Play Channel Separation</td>
<td>53 dB at 315 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record-Sensitivity Control Range</td>
<td>+2.7 to −2.8 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasure</td>
<td>70.5 dB at 100 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPX Filter</td>
<td>At 19.000 kHz, −41.4 dB; at 19.023 kHz, −41.7 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator Response Time</td>
<td>Approximately 0.4 mS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator Decay Time</td>
<td>Approximately 1,300 mS (peak hold)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator Overshoot</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playback Speed Error</td>
<td>+0.96% for line voltages of 105 to 127 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Play Wow and Flutter</td>
<td>DIN-weighted, ±0.055%; EIAJ-weighted, 0.034% wtd. rms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Measured Data Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Type II</th>
<th>Type IV</th>
<th>Type I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Weighted Noise (R/P, re: DIN 0)</td>
<td>TDK SA</td>
<td>TDK MA</td>
<td>TDK DS-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Noise Reduction</td>
<td>−59.4 dB</td>
<td>−57.1 dB</td>
<td>−54.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Dolby B NR</td>
<td>−68.4 dB</td>
<td>−66.4 dB</td>
<td>−64.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Dolby C NR</td>
<td>−76.0 dB</td>
<td>−74.8 dB</td>
<td>−72.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIR/ARM-Weighted Noise (R/P, re: DIN 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Noise Reduction</td>
<td>−56.3 dB</td>
<td>−53.8 dB</td>
<td>−51.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Dolby B NR</td>
<td>−67.0 dB</td>
<td>−64.5 dB</td>
<td>−62.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Dolby C NR</td>
<td>−76.4 dB</td>
<td>−74.2 dB</td>
<td>−71.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD + N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At −10 dBr (50 Hz to 5 kHz)</td>
<td>≤1.3%</td>
<td>≤1.2%</td>
<td>≤2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At DIN 0 (315 Hz)</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded Level at 3% THD + N</td>
<td>+2.3 dB</td>
<td>+2.7 dB</td>
<td>+5.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-Indicator Readings (“Source” Position)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For DIN-0 Recorded Level</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For 3% THD + N from Tape</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Bias Control on 10-kHz Sensitivity</td>
<td>±3.3 dB</td>
<td>±1.7 dB</td>
<td>±5.0 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I made music recordings on each of the tapes used for measurement and on a few others, old as well as new. For the measurement tapes, I used the bias and record-sensitivity settings that proved optimum on the bench and then tried to tweak the controls by ear. I usually ended up with pretty much the same settings, although I had to listen pretty carefully to match the sound character of the recorded tape with that of the source (especially when using Type I tape without noise reduction). An exact match usually proved impossible, but I could get fairly close.

I got good results with the three TDK products used for measurement, with comparable quality tapes, and with the Green Corp Music Plus tape. For pop and rock, I tended to like the performance with Type IV formulations (like TDK MA) best; for classical music, I preferred a ferricobalt (like SA) or a premium Type I with Dolby C NR to quiet the hiss. When recording music, I seldom had trouble distinguishing the copy from the original—the taped copy invariably sounded "thicker"—but without direct comparison to the original, I think most people would find the sound of the AD-F850 to be quite satisfying.

The Aiwa AD-F850 paused and resumed quickly, and it was notably free of audible wow and flutter. Its only annoyance on the mechanical front (other than the nonremovable door) was a chunking, chattering sound when a cassette was loaded. It sounded dreadful but was of no real significance since the deck can't be operated until after this sound ceases.

In the $400 price category, the AD-F850 is truly up against some stiff competition, including several decks that offer the newer and, in theory at least, more effective Dolby S noise reduction in addition to the well-established B- and C-types. Not all of these are three-head decks with off-tape monitoring, nor can (or should) you assume that they will all perform as well as the AD-F850. Choosing is never easy.

Use and Listening Tests

Except for cleaning the heads (the owner's manual does not indicate whether the door can be removed, and I didn't push the issue), the Aiwa AD-F850 was convenient to use. The "Zero Return" was accurate; the tape returned almost precisely to the point where the counter was reset.

Fig. 5—Record/play frequency response for a Green Corp Type I tape without noise reduction (A), with Dolby B NR (B), and with Dolby C NR (C).

Fig. 6—THD + N vs. recorded level.

Fig. 7—Third-octave noise spectra for a TDK Type II tape (A), a TDK Type IV tape (B), a TDK Type I tape (C), and a Green Corp Type I tape (D).
CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2 AND MF2300
Solid-State Components Without Solid-State Sound

Too often, solid-state audio components sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solid-state designs that audiophiles readily identify this unamusical sonic signature as "transistor sound." At conrad-johnson, we have long believed that these audible distortions are not inherent in solid-state devices. Instead, they are a consequence of circuit design and implementation. Through innovative circuit design and the use of highest quality parts, we have developed a range of conrad-johnson solid-state products that prove the point. They do not sound like solid-state. They just sound like music.

For more detailed information on the full range of conrad-johnson solid-state products write, phone or fax:
conrad johnson design, inc.
2733 Merrilee Drive • Fairfax, VA 2203 • phone: 703-698-8581 • fax: 703-560-5360
CIRCLE NO. 11 ON THE READER SERVICE CARD
For many years, B & W has enjoyed the enviable reputation of producing some of the world's best-sounding speakers. One of its most famous models, the 801, has been in production since 1979. This large three-way system is widely used as a monitor for orchestral music recordings. Its latest incarnation, the 801 Matrix Series 3, is also used as a reference by several of Audio's reviewers (this writer being an exception, at present). Part of the appeal of testing the Matrix 805s as satellites with the 800ASW powered subwoofer was to hear how they stacked up against the much more expensive 801s. (The three-piece combination I tested costs $3,200, as opposed to $5,500 for a pair of the 801 Matrix Series 3s.) "Matrix" refers to a B & W cabinet construction technique in which interlocking, perforated internal sheets rigidly connect all enclosure walls together. Rapping the side of a Matrix enclosure with your knuckles feels somewhat like rapping a large tree trunk—both are extremely solid.

The 16-inch tall Matrix 805, which has a vented woofer and dome tweeter, is suitable for full-range use or as a satellite speaker. Bass response of the 6⅓-inch woofer falls off gradually below about 42 Hz; an optional equalizer may be used to extend response down into the "30s," with a faster roll-off below 35 Hz. A 1-inch dome tweeter in its own plastic housing, contoured for diffraction control, perches on top of the woofer box. This is reminiscent of the legendary 801, which uses contoured housings for both midrange and tweeter.

The finish of my review samples was black ash veneer, and they had detachable black knit grilles. Connection to the 805 is via heavy-duty, five-way gold-plated binding posts on ¾-inch centers. A pair for woofer and a pair for tweeter are provided, and bi-wiring or biamping is strongly recommended. I question the strength with which B & W makes this recommendation, however, because the difference at the speaker terminals is on the order of a mere 0.1 dB with a short, single run of heavy wire. Gold-plated straps are provided for those who intend to run only one pair of wires to each speaker.

The 800ASW ("ASW" for active subwoofer, I presume) contains everything necessary to extend the bass response of a pair of satellites to below 20 Hz. The roughly cubical box accepts line- or speaker-level input to a variable-frequency low-pass filter for the 200-watt amplifier that drives the front-firing, 12-inch woofer. The system is tuned by a front-exiting vent, 2½ inches in diameter, that is flared at each end to reduce turbulence. A 90-Hz, third-order active high-pass output for the satellites' amplifier is provided, as is a useless speaker-level high-pass filter (it is simply a series capacitor from input to output for each channel). I say "useless," because this filter is certain to degrade the satellites' bass performance. Only in the loosest sense does this commonly found feature provide a high-pass function, because the satellites' input impedance drastically affects frequency response. If you use a receiver that has no processor loop, you will need to use the speaker inputs to the 800ASW. This is fine, but I do not recommend using the speaker-level outputs for the satellites; use line out feeding a separate power amplifier.

All of the 800ASW's controls and connectors are on its rear panel, but this will not present an access problem because the subwoofer should not require adjustment after initial setup. A signal-sense circuit switches the 800ASW to a low-power standby mode in the absence of input. A rotary control sets subwoofer output relative to the satellites, and another rotary control sets the low-pass cutoff frequency between 40 and 135 Hz. The "Video" position of a toggle switch bypasses the low-pass filter, for use with the subwoofer output of some decoders. A handy "Phase" switch allows experimenting with subwoofer polarity reversal. An IEC power socket and fuse provide connection to the a.c. line.

I placed the three B & W speakers at one end of my smaller listening room (13 feet x 19 feet x 8 feet), with the subwoofer in one corner and the satellites about 3 feet from the front and side walls. An amplifier of 150 watts per channel powered the 805 satellites. I used a third-octave spectrum analyzer to speed the process of setting up the subwoofer. I was surprised to find that a...
A Home THX® Audio System allows you to hear film sound in your home as it was designed to be heard, providing wide dynamic range, precise acoustic imaging, crystal clear dialog, properly balanced full frequency range, and a spacious enveloping surround sound field. Marantz components faithfully adhere to these precepts, as they are precisely the goals set by our engineers.

Our new AV-600 Pre-amplifier/Tuner combines a superb Home THX Cinema and Dolby Pro-Logic decoder together with a full function A/V system pre-amplifier and AM/FM stereo tuner, all in one unit that is surprisingly affordable. An ideal complement to the AV-600 is the Marantz MA-500 THX-certified monoblock power amplifier, which combines prodigious power, exceptional clarity, and incredible flexibility—able to drive virtually any speaker system, regardless of impedance or efficiency. Simply choose the appropriate number of amp channels to exactly match your system power needs.

Add your choice of Marantz source components, such as our auto-reverse laser disc combi player and deluxe VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and you’ve put together an exceptional music and cinema sound system. Audition these superb components at your Marantz dealer soon.
The 805 and 800ASW combination to be somewhat picky. I thought that the answer might be related to off-axis radiation of the 805. In addition to the on-axis anechoic frequency response, I separately measured and averaged the response in all directions from the speaker. Both are plotted in Fig. 1 and include the 90-Hz high-pass filter of the subwoofer’s electronics. The 805’s on-axis response is strikingly uniform, with just a slight downward slope in the upper range. In this range, the averaged response curve falls 5 to 10 dB below the on-axis response. The result is too much upper bass and lower midrange when room reflections allow you to hear the sound radiated in all directions. One solution is to move closer to the speakers, so the on-axis sound is more dominant. This is what I did. Another possible solution is to use equalization, gently sloping upward, for the distant listening location. Adding sound absorption to the room would not work, because common materials absorb highs but not lows and therefore would make the imbalance even greater.

**SPECS**

**SPEAKER**

*Type:* Vented, two-way system.

*Drivers:* One 6½-in. bass/midrange driver with Kevlar cone and one 1-in. metal-dome tweeter.

*Free-Field Response:* On-axis, 45 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB, (−6 dB at 35 Hz and 22 kHz); ±30° horizontally, to 10 kHz, ±2 dB; ±5° vertically, to 20 kHz, ±2 dB.

*Harmonic Distortion for 90 dB SPL at 1 Meter:* From 20 to 150 Hz, less than 2% second harmonic and less than 1.5% third harmonic; from 150 Hz to 20 kHz, less than 1% for second or third harmonic.

*Sensitivity:* 87 dB SPL for input of 2.83 V at 1 meter.

*Impedance:* Nominal, 8 ohms; minimum, 4 ohms.

*Recommended Amp Power:* 50 to 120 watts per channel into 4 ohms.

*Dimensions:* 16 in. H x 10¾ in. W x 8¾ in. D (40.7 cm x 26 cm x 21 cm).

*Weight:* 18.7 lbs. (8.5 kg) each.

*Price:* $1,600 each.

**POWERED SUBWOOFER**

*Type:* Active, vented-box subwoofer system.

*Driver:* One 12-in., long-throw, magnetically shielded woofer.

*Frequency Range:* 17 Hz to crossover (adjustable, 40 to 135 Hz).

*Built-In Amp Power:* 200 watts, continuous.

*Amp Input Impedance:* 22 kilohms.

*Low-Pass Filter:* Active second-order, with variable cutoff frequency (40 to 135 Hz).

*High-Pass Filter:* Low level, active third-order at 90 Hz; speaker level, passive first-order at 80 Hz into 8-ohm impedance.

*Dimensions:* 20 in. H x 17 in. W x 22¾ in. D (50.8 cm x 43.2 cm x 58 cm).

*Weight:* 73 lbs. (33 kg) each.

*Finish:* Black ash veneer.

*Price:* $1,600 each.

*Company Address:* 54 Concord St., North Reading, Mass. 01864.

For literature, circle No. 102
It's a well-known axiom: "The devil is in the details." This is the case if you're negotiating a business deal—or striving to create the best audio system you can afford. Although much time and effort is spent on the overall direction of a project—be it for business or listening to Bach—how we manage the little details makes all the difference between soaring success and failure. For enthusiasts who love great audio and video, this means looking beyond the main components such as CD players and transports, D/A converters, line doublers and massive power amps. And that's where the "Great Details Two" special advertising section enters the picture. Here you'll find some of the often overlooked secrets that'll help you reach the ultimate goal of "heavenly" sights and sounds.
More Than Just Cable!™

The MITerminator™ Series clears the way to better bass, cleaner midrange, more realistic imaging and smoother highs. A new level of performance that cable alone just can't provide.

At MIT®, we have looked closely at the performance of standard audio cable and discovered that “just cable” is an inefficient conductor of musical information, especially in the lower frequencies. No matter how expensive the materials used, there are limitations that cable alone cannot overcome.

Enter the MIT® engineering team. For the past 13 years, we have approached the problems of audio cables with serious research and development. The result: The MIT Reference Series of component and speaker interfaces, based on patented technologies, not hype. These products set the standard in state-of-the-art audio interfaces. The MIT Terminator, designed to improve tonality and signal efficiency, is the most important of these patented technologies.

Now this patented MIT Terminator technology is available to all music lovers in the MITerminator™ Series. The performance previously available only in the costliest High End Reference systems is now available, in an affordable form, for any audio system no matter what the budget.

Try MITerminator™ interfaces in your own system. MIT retailers offer a no risk home trial program. Call 916-888-0394 for the location of your nearest authorized dealer.
"Cables have come in from the cold," said Bill Low of AudioQuest. "They're now considered another component in an audio/video system, a component that's far more predictable than many others." Low stressed that although cables make a difference, "they are not band-aids. Every component must be chosen for its neutrality. Every piece in a system performs a necessary function, whether it's to play a CD, amplify a signal, or merely carry the signal from one place to another. Performance is never improved by a component; good components simply cause less damage."

"We're serious listeners," said Noel Lee. "Once we develop cables by scientific computer modeling, we listen, fine tune and dial them in." The result is Monster Cable, the leading supplier of audio/video cables and interconnects. Mr. Lee noted his company has over 70 patents for cable and connector technology. "There are always new discoveries, new advances in cable design," Mr. Lee said. "We now feature sophisticated windings, new discoveries in insulating materials and the latest solutions for time-related distortions." One of Monster's most recent advances is an improved RCA connector, a connection used on the vast majority of components—and a detail often taken for granted.

Consumers should have a show-me attitude when they shop for cables and interconnects, Bill Low added. He stressed that enthusiasts do A-B-A listening tests rather than A-B, simply because B is usually chosen the winner.

AudioQuest cables are all designed around the same parameters and design philosophy. The difference between the top-of-the-line Diamond and Dragon interconnects and F-14 speaker cable, of course, is price, but the goal for them all is the best audio/video experience—period.

Mr. Lee said that one of the biggest trends in consumer electronics was the continuing merger of sophisticated audio and video systems. "The requirements for audio in a Home Theater are even greater than for a music-only system. Not only are there musical dynamics, but there are powerful movie sound effects as well."

"It's important to design a video cable with enough bandwidth to carry the signals of today and tomorrow, such as DVD and HDTV," Mr. Lee said. Monster's M Silver Video cables are ultra high resolution, precision 75 ohm video cables. The M1000V is capable of carrying base band and 1,000 cable TV channels. The Silver Video cables use a unique nitrogen injected foam PE dielectric for super low attenuation.

Home Theaters are becoming as complex as the local cineplex. Monster Cable was the first to receive THX Home Theater certification from Lucasfilm. Not only are they technologically advanced, the cables are color-coded for easy installation.

XLO Electric, another cable industry leader, also has THX certified cables for Home Theater. And the line is THX certified in every category for which Lucasfilm THX has established a certification standard. The XLO/VDO series is also compatible with all surround sound systems, including Dolby Pro Logic and the recently introduced AC-3.
Thanks to AudioQuest, it is now easier for Home Theater enthusiasts to connect their components with a series of audio/video cable packages. "If someone just purchased the Pioneer CLD-99 LD player and a Sony XBR2 monitor/receiver, the Home Theater III interconnects with our Quartz and Video Z cables would squeeze every dB out of the A/V source." Mr. Low said.

"We embrace the reality that technology exists only to serve the goal of better music reproduction—the listener's enjoyment of the musical event is the ultimate measure of how well we've succeeded," said MIT's Bruce Brisson. "We always balance measurements with feedback from our listening panel and field tests."

Research proves that the cable interface between two electronic components or between an amp and speaker introduces more distortion, time error, and noise than is covered in the old engineering textbooks. MIT's patented solution is to add a Terminator network to the cable to minimize these delays (which has nothing to do with the Schwarzenegger movies). This passive network is not an equalizer and does not subtract from the signal, but allows it to be realigned so that when the energy reaches its destination, it more closely resembles the original source. To put it succinctly, MIT cables are extremely efficient.

Although MIT has long been known for its Reference Products, which can cost as much as $2,000 for a meter pair of interconnects or $7,995 for an 8-foot pair of speaker cables, it has worked to bring this technology to affordable price levels in the MiTerminator Series. Prices start at $59 for interconnects, while speaker cables start at $129. MIT's T3 Digital Interface, a $99 digital cable, was given rave reviews by a noted critic.

MIT's newest innovation is "multi-bandwidth technology" designed for biwire speakers. It uses different Terminator Networks, each optimized for a specific frequency range for the top and bottom speaker connections. Deriving its technology from the $7,995 MH-850 Reference Bi-Wire, the MiTerminator 2 Bi-Wire ($399 an 8-foot pair) provides a very high level of cable performance. The T2 Bi-Wire won an Innovations '95 award at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show held in January. For videoophiles, MIT has the RES-LinQ and ISO-LinQ. The RES-LinQ restores film-like detail and depth. It also won an Innovations '95 award. The ISO-LinQ prevents hum and interference from cable or antenna reception.

Andrew Corporation, a world leader in RF communications such as cellular telephony, Personal Communications Systems (PCS) and professional broadcasting, recently unveiled AudioFlex interconnect cables. According to Hugh Jansen: "We perfected our transmission cable technology for ultra high fidelity sound." The new cables offer deep, rich bass, crisp, clear highs and full, clean midrange. It is the only cable on the market to provide 100 percent shielding against external EMI and RFI transmissions. "The result is a precise
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audio signal, free of noise caused by external frequencies," Mr. Jansen said. AudioFlex Interconnect cables are constructed with 99.999 percent pure (5N) solid Oxygen-Free, High-Conductivity Copper (OFHC) outer conductor to completely isolate the audio signals and deliver them as purely as they were orchestrated. Foam dielectrics are used. As an added attraction, they can be bent down to a one-inch radius and formed into right angles. The premium AudioFlex 2000 have a list price of $149. Also available are the AudioFlex 1000 and AudioFlex Digital cable, specifically designed for the transmission of precision digital signals.

Kimber Kable started on little more than Ray Kimber's desire to show friends how to achieve better sound from their stereos. Now 16 years later, Kimber Kable offers cables and interconnects ranging from the highly regarded PBJ Interconnects ($66 per meter pair) up to the legendary Model 88, known as The Black Pearl Reference Loudspeaker Cable ($15,000 per 8-foot pair).

"Ideally, the perfect cable would pass a signal from one component to another, unaltered and unimpeded. In reality, no such 'perfect' cable exists. My approach is to minimize loss or editorial effect in all of my designs and to offer as wide a system compatibility as possible."

At the beginning, Mr. Kimber began exploring interactions of physical properties of audio cable, including the effects of inductance and capacitance with relation to source and load impedances. RF and EM interference, metal purity and mechanical vibration were also examined. This research has led to the development of specific strand geometries, proprietary metallurgical formulas and much better dielectric materials.

Not only are cables critical components for every entertainment system; so are the terminators or plugs. WBT has a new angled banana plug ($55 per set of four) that saves space, is gold plated and has a high-copper content for superior signal transmission. They are also crimpable and have a second Torx screw to avoid cable parting.

Other cable manufacturers striving to improve the audio/video experience include Straight Wire, Audio Technica, Tara Labs, NBS and Cardas.

"For once and for all, let me say cables do make a difference," stated Ray Kimber. "The money invested in good cables will yield greater enjoyment from your home audio/video system. Think of good quality cables as the aural equivalent to precision optics on your fine 35mm camera. Bad cables are more like a cheap plastic lens with scratches in it."

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB

It hardly makes sense to spend $10,000 or more for a world-class entertainment system and use software that isn't meticulously engineered and manufactured.

One of the leading firms devoted to sound at its best is Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, a company with a passion for great music, no matter what the format. Mobile Fidelity was one of the first companies to produce reference-level Compact Discs: the Ultradisc series, the original limited edition 24-karat CD. First introduced in 1987 and refined even further with Ultradisc II, few audiophiles worthy of the name are without Mobile Fidelity discs in their collections. Herbert Belkin has overseen Mobile Fidelity's drive for quality CDs, tapes, and yes, even vinyl recordings.

"We have an ongoing commitment to giving the audiophile the finest recorded music possible. To ensure this, we continually enhance our proprietary mastering equipment." In a major step forward, they installed the GAIN System, a new mastering technology, in 1993. GAIN (Greater Ambient Information Network) was a complete upgrade of analog and digital components. It delivered more detail and stable imaging. Music lovers and reviewers have been ecstatic over the results. Last year Mobile Fidelity returned to their Original Master Recording roots—the vinyl record—after a three-year hiatus. "We searched for a way to bring audiophiles the premium quality LPs they missed," Mr. Belkin said. The result is the ANADISQ 200, half-speed mastered, super 200-gram vinyl, numbered limited-edition LPs. Like all Mobile Fidelity releases, they are transferred from the original master recordings.
Hall of Fame...

KCAG  The defacto Reference standard in analog interconnects. This hyper-pure silver cable has earned a worldwide reputation amongst reviewers, consumers and manufacturers alike for it's uncanny ability to resolve minute details and throw a proper soundstage. KCAG is continually selected as the cable of choice by more manufacturers and reviewers than any other we are aware of—a true honor indeed!

PBJ  A direct descendant of KCAG, this highly acclaimed cable has literally "taken the industry by storm." Since it's introduction last year PBJ has literally outsold all other competing interconnects combined—even those costing hundreds more! PBJ has been quoted as being "close on the heels" to our KCAG. At the modest asking price now everyone can afford to have true high end performance at a peanuts price.

PR, VS, and TC LOUDSPEAKER CABLES  represent the foundation of our business. Designed to substance, not to fad, these legendary cables deliver the same exacting performance today as they did almost a decade ago! Hear for yourself why more reviewers call these neutral performers the best values in loudspeaker cable today.

PostMaster™  Keeping the audio chain equally strong requires connectors that properly match cables to connectors. Our patented PostMaster™ spade connectors are simply the best choice for terminating loudspeaker cable—what more can we say? Patent #5108320

This picture tells the story: It provides greater insight to our design philosophy, to our code of ethics, and describes our vast range of cables and accessories (even our brochure has been recognized by MARCOM for excellence in print media). Request your copy today! But to hear the full story, simply take some favorite music to your nearest full line Kimber Kable dealer and listen, listen, LISTEN!

KIMBER KABLE

2752 South 1900 West
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 621-5550
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tapes of the artists’ studio sessions, never from second or third generation tapes. And to help music lovers tweak their systems, Mobile Fidelity has the Sound Check disc with 92 test tones, including instrumental vocals and a tank!

While AudioQuest is well-known for their cables and interconnects, they also have a series of high-quality CD releases under the AudioQuest Music label. Some of the recent offerings include Keeper of the Spirit, featuring bassist Charles Famborough, pianist Joey Calderazzo’s Secrets, as well as discs from The Bush Crew, David Binney and legendary blues artist Mighty Sam McClain.

One of the newest software trends is the intense focus on high-quality video. There’s been a proliferation of superb new televisions, including direct view (CRT), and rear- and front-projection models. TVs such as Sony’s XBR2, the 35-inch Toshiba FST Perfect, 60-inch ProScan 90 Series rear projection TVs and others are so good, they show the source’s every flaw! That’s why sales of laser discs continue to soar, as enthusiasts strive for the same video quality in Home Theater as they experience with music-only systems. “There’s tremendous demand for the finest video source, and that’s still the laser disc,” said Pam Crane of Ken Crane’s Laser Discs. “The new THX discs have set benchmarks for picture and sound quality. They fly out of the store.” Ms. Crane also noted that the first Dolby Digital Surround AC-3 sound tracks are only available on laser.

Die-hard movie fans love laser discs, too, Ms. Crane said. Over the past few years, there’s been a large number of “special edition” releases, featuring letterboxed presentations, as well as extra scenes not shown in theaters or outakes and production stills. “The boxed sets such as My Fair Lady are loaded with so many unique collectibles, some people don’t even open them up! Many collectors use them like trading cards,” Ken Crane’s Laser Discs, in Westminster, CA, is the largest laser disc store (software only) in the U.S. “We have close to 8,000 titles and any title that’s pressed we have or can obtain—from The Abyss to Zulu.”

It never fails. The heroes are the home run hitters and quarterbacks, not the great-fielding shortstops or rugged linemen. In an audio system, the spotlight is usually focused on power, which some consider the glory. Yet every part of a home entertainment setup is critical—whether it’s cables, speaker stands and spikes...or a pair of headphones.

“Everyone appreciates a killer system powered by a ton of mono block amplifiers. But nothing helps an especially critical listening session more than a quality pair of headphones,” said Sennheiser’s John Bevier. In fact, Sennheiser has been designing and manufacturing state-of-the-art electronics for 50 years. And to mark the milestone, the company is offering the limited edition HD414 Classic. The original HD414 was a true breakthrough. Before 1967, all headphones were circumaural, or over the ear. Many were bulky, heavy, and uncomfortable. That year Sennheiser introduced the Open-Aire design, or supra aurual models. And the industry hasn’t been the same since. Millions of HD414s have been sold around the world since then. The new HD414 Classic has the same colors and styling as the originals—a black headband and yellow ear cushions. The headband features the signature of Dr. Jorg Sennheiser. While they may look the same, they use the latest technology, including advanced transducers. Frequency response is 18-21,000 Hz. The SPL level at 1 kHz is 94 dB and they weigh just 2.8 ounces.

The new HD580 Jubilee headphones celebrate the joys of personal listening. They also mark Sennheiser’s 50th anniversary and are “designed to bring the ultimate listening experience to the most sophisticated music lover,” said Mr. Bevier. Engineers used laser interferometry for a maximum reduction of standing waves to allow the “Duofol” diaphragm to deliver transparent sound reproduction. A computer optimized magnet system enhances bass response, and the wide frequency response of 16-30,000 Hz is personally guaranteed by Dr. Sennheiser in writing on an enclosed certificate.

Other top headphone manufacturers include Koss, beyerdynamic, Etymotic Research and Sony. As inventor of the Walkman and DiscMan—and a Hi-Fi leader—Sony has an extensive line of models for almost any application, including the MDR-
We Get Letters...

XLO Electric Company
9480 Utica Avenue, Ste. 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

May 17, 1995

To Whom It May Concern:

I recently purchased a 4-meter run of your Reference Series Type 2 interconnect cable. Without even breaking them in, they have to be the finest cables that I have never heard. (Sounds like a new slogan— "The finest cable you have never heard"). It seems as though every other cable that I have tried invariably shines in one or two areas as one runs down the usual audiophile checklist (i.e. sound staging, tonal balance, focus, etc...), but somehow always leaves one thinking that something is missing or that there is too much of something. I always thought that I had assembled a reasonably good system, but it wasn't until I inserted the Type 2 that I realized I have never heard it the way it should sound. At times, I can actually sit back and listen to real musicians playing in real space.

I think my next move is to slowly replace all of the cable and wire in my system with XLO. The wire tangle presently includes Monster Cable, Straightwire, MIT, and OCCS. Anyway, kudos, hosannas, yippee, and thanks for making "The Best In The World!"

Sincerely,

Mike Kanai

P.S.: Present system, F.Y.I.
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Apogee Duetta Signatures
“Although many words are written about loudspeakers, speaker stands too often are taken for granted,” said Nizar Akhrass of Target Audio. “They’re another example of a detail that, if ignored, can take on major importance.”

Mr. Akhrass noted Target’s R Series is a high-mass set of stands designed to be extremely rigid. The four pillars are filled with a high-mass aggregate and sealed at the factory. The bases are spiked (as are all Target stands). This combination results in minimal sonic interference. “The speakers are not colored in any way,” Mr. Akhrass said. There are other approaches to rigidity, including welded steel construction in the Target HJ series or the more open ST series. Designed for lighter speakers, the stands have a multi-pillar construction. And like all Target Audio three-point stands, the top plates are studded for optimum loudspeaker separation.

Fighting interference doesn’t stop with stands. There are special component feet such as Big Feet and CD Feet from AudioQuest, and the legendary Tiptoes from McCormack Audio, which almost singlehandedly started the anti-interference movement. For enthusiasts, all of these little details add up to a great deal—a wonderful home entertainment experience.

Once, piling components on top of each other was the extent of A/V furniture. What a difference a few years make! Today there is an exciting world of audio/video furniture available to match any decor—and budget. Early American, Arts and Crafts, Mission, Traditional and Contemporary are just a few of the home entertainment furniture styles available at stores around the country.

Target Audio has a full line of speaker stands and audio component racks that can accommodate almost any size audio system. Target’s M Series features black-ash effect shelving. Glass shelves are available as an option. And as your system grows, extra shelves are readily available.

The AER Series equipment racks were recently redesigned to improve sonic isolation. The top shelf is independently spiked to improve isolation even further. And depending on your components and room decor, Target Audio has a wide variety of attractive racks, ranging from the Beta series to the TT II editions.

Another major trend is attractive furniture that holds an entire Home Theater system (except the rear surround speakers). Furniture manufacturers are now working closely with TV makers to ensure there are no problems fitting today’s 35- or 40-inch direct view sets or even big 61-inch rear projection models. Space is available to hold a variety of audio/video components, including front, left and right speakers and even the center channel for Dolby Pro Logic. It’s simply a matter of matching your taste and your budget. Additional manufacturers include, Thomasville, Sanus, CWD, Lane, Ethan Allen, Bell'Oggetti, Techline, and others. The options are out there. And please leave the cinder blocks outside!
M Series® Cable Technology From Monster Cable® Delivers True Performance Without the Nonsense.

Nowadays you hear a lot of talk about technology. But only the new M Series® by Monster Cable® is specifically designed for advanced systems that require higher performance cables to bring out the best sound and picture from your components. Monster Cable has developed new products, in addition to the acclaimed M1000® M III and M Silver Video™ to complete its renowned M Series line of advanced audio and video cables — ensuring you get all the system performance you paid for.

HEAR FOR YOURSELF.
Deeper, tighter bass, increased dynamic range, precise imaging, and greater depth transport you closer to the original performance. The new M3501 audio interconnect features solid core technology for full, natural sound and Monster's new PEX dielectric that isolates vibration for high frequency clarity. M8501 with precision Time Correct® windings and our PEX dielectric delivers deadly accurate, refined music reproduction.

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
The new M300x high resolution video cable delivers a sharper, brighter picture and accurate color from your VCR or laser disc player. An expanded range of advanced AV connection kits are designed to fit any system need. And the M Series® Home Theater line includes THX-certified speaker cables and audio interconnects, as well as video cables, for the ultimate home theater experience.

NO HOT AIR.
Audition Monster's complete M Series line featuring innovative new audio and video cables at your Monster Cable M Series dealer. We're talking technology you can see and hear.
Krell's KPS-20i represents a reversal of high-end fashion. (Not that such fashions don't change surprisingly fast!) In state-of-the-art CD playback equipment, the fashion has been separate transports and D/A converters, rather than single-unit players. The KPS-20i bridges the gap between the separate and single-piece players: It combines a CD transport with a D/A converter whose five digital inputs allow it to be used as the core of a complex digital system. (The KPS-20i, which also includes a volume control, can even be used as a bare-bones preamp.) An optional digital-optics output module allows it to be used as a CD transport with other D/A converters.

Naturally, the state of the art has its cost. The KPS-20i sells for $9,000. As is usual with Krell, however, this is a superbly built component and is packed with features.

The KPS-20i's CD transport is a top-loader. Its automatic sliding door reveals a green-lit transport mechanism that looks like a hangar for a very small spaceship. (The CD well is bathed in green light, said to improve optical tracking.) The KPS-20i's heavily modified Philips CDM-9 Pro mechanism has a turntable machined to improve servo-tracking capability and a magnetic clamp.

The suspension system in the transport mechanism seemed to be outstanding. A properly leveled KPS-20i on a stable platform performed as well as any CD transport I have yet auditioned. Use of a sliding door instead of a hinged design—plus the low profile of the KPS-20i—also make it one of the few top-loading CD drives that can be located in a relatively small space and still be convenient to operate.

The KPS-20i provides as good a range of control features as any model I know: LEDs and flat-panel displays clearly identify the status of most functions. The buttons are a bit small, and the lettering on the dark panel is a bit hard to read—but this scarcely matters, since most audiophiles will rely on the versatile and clearly labelled remote control that comes with the player.
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The suspension system in the transport mechanism seemed to be outstanding. A properly leveled KPS-20i on a stable platform performed as well as any CD transport I have yet auditioned. Use of a sliding door instead of a hinged design—plus the low profile of the KPS-20i—also make it one of the few top-loading CD drives that can be located in a relatively small space and still be convenient to operate.
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Sacrifice Nothing.

B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater Speaker resolves the movies versus music debate once and for all. Corey Greenberg, Home Theater Technology

What started out as a raging debate has ended with rave reviews.
Here B&W presents the considered opinions of two respected critics, Corey Greenberg of Home Theater Technology [Nov 1994 issue] and Tom Nousaine of Sound & Image [Fall 1994 issue].

Greenberg: "The main reason the HTMs are so superior to any movie speakers I've heard is solely because these are music speakers first and foremost."

Nousaine: "This speaker is accurate. Dialogue and vocals are always intelligible and natural. Music sounds sweet and clean."

Greenberg: "The sound of the B&W Matrix HTMs is so much better than any of the movie speakers I've heard, even systems costing many times the price of the HTMs, that it's a joke."

Nousaine: "The Matrix HTM is a tremendous performer. It makes a terrific center speaker and a pair of them would even do a great job as mains in a music-only system. I'd be proud to own one."

Greenberg: "This is the best sound I've ever had in my home theater, bar none. Whether I played movie LDs or music CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM was honest, accurate, and the very definition of the term 'high fidelity.' It's a speaker system you'll want to live with for a long, long time."

What else can we say?
For the name of a B&W dealer near you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear why the critics' choice in music speakers is the critics' choice in movie speakers.
also get EIAJ and ST (AT&T) optical outputs, and an AT&T "sync" output that can be used to provide time synchronization with the Krell Reference 64 D/A converter, to minimize jitter. The ST output can be switched to become an additional regular digital output.

Krell feels that combining a CD transport and D/A converter into one unit allows the designer to reduce clock jitter below the levels made possible by most S/PDIF interfaces or the use of the AES/EBU or ST connections in CD separates. At the same time, Krell has paid close attention to design basics. The KPS-20i has an exceptionally large and well regulated power supply. It uses an upgradeable EPROM for its software-based filter and interpolation, which guides the operation of a new, high-speed Motorola DSP56002 chip. The KPS-20i also uses two pairs of carefully trimmed Burr-Brown PCM63 20-bit devices to convert the output to an analog signal and create a high-quality, balanced output.

As is usual with Krell, the analog output stage is Class A, and the KPS-20i uses discrete components and an unusual amount of power. This circuitry makes the chassis of the KPS-20i run somewhat hotter than that of any CD player I know of, but the unit sounds superb!

I do not praise the sound quality of the Krell KPS-20i casually. I compared its sonic performance to that of three of the most outstanding combinations of CD transports and D/A converters around: The Mark Levinson No. 31 transport and 30.5 converter with HDCD, Theta Digital's Data 3 transport and DS Pro Generation V converter with HDCD, and Krell's own MD-10 transport and Reference 64 converter. This comparison revealed that you can get state-of-the-art sound quality with very different approaches to technology. All four of these different CD systems were extraordinarily musical, and all did equally well in reproducing live and first-generation copies of DAT recordings. In fact, the differences were far more matters of musical nuance than of absolute differences in sound quality. (For my reviews of the Levinson combination, see the March issue; I reviewed Theta's DSPro Generation V in February.)

Yet there were differences. The Mark Levinson combination had the most detailed upper octaves. The HDCD processing and upgrading of the filter chip in the No. 30.5 converter make this reference-quality unit even better. The No. 30.5 now has increased air and detail and better dynamics, and a combination of the No. 31 transport and 30.5 converter offers a unique fusion of low-level sonic detail, soundstage information, imaging detail, and energy.

Theta Digital's combination also revealed significant improvements over its highly regarded predecessors. Theta's equipment has always offered extraordinary musical dynamics, and its new transport and converter led in sheer musical life and excitement. The Theta also had rich and full bass, most of the sheer detail of the Levinson combo, and a touch more apparent warmth.

When I compared the KPS-20i to the Levinson and Theta combinations, the KPS-20i proved to have the most outstanding bass, regardless of the speakers I tried. I auditioned all four CD systems with Apogee Studio Grands, B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, Thiel CS5i and CS7 pairs, and large VMPS subwoofers. In each case, the KPS-20i provided the most convincing combination of bass extension, power, and detail, and it did so with my collection of CD and DAT bass spectacles, including items from Chesky, Reference Recordings, and Telarc.

The sound of the midrange and treble of the KPS-20i differed from those of the Levinson and Theta combinations, but these differences were like those you hear when you change between two good seats in a good concert hall than real differences in sound quality.

The Levinson and Theta combinations, and the Krell KPS-20i, all had roughly the same overall timbre, but the Levinson's dynamics and resolution of detail gave slightly more apparent energy to the upper midrange and treble. The effect is similar to the way a modern concert hall generally differs from an older hall. And the Levinson combination provided the best and most musical resolution of low-level detail. The Theta combination had slightly less apparent upper midrange and treble energy than the Levinson, more like an older hall, but just slightly low-level detail. The Theta also had the kind of "live" dynamics I associate with the front third of the hall.

The timbre and spectral balance of the Krell KPS 20i's upper midrange and treble were similar to that of the Theta combination, but the 20i's dynamics and resolution were closer to those of a mid-hall seat or one slightly farther back.

In short, the transparency and soundstage of each combination, in conjunction with its timbre, midrange, treble, and dynamics, produced different kinds of musicality. Listening to the Krell KPS-20i after listening to the Theta was like moving from Row D in an older hall to Row M. The Krell KPS-20i had excellent depth and air, very good imaging, and the ability to reproduce the most demanding dynamic contrasts in a musically realistic form. It provided an excellent feeling of space, and it had outstanding dynamic energy. On the other hand, the 20i's low-level detail and upper midrange had less ambient energy than those of the Levinson and Theta combinations.

I would suggest that you audition the Krell KPS-20i in terms of its ability to create a convincing mid-hall illusion, not in terms of the amount of upper-midrange detail or sheer musical energy. The KPS-20i is intensely musical, but it does not have the initial "punch" of some of its best competition. You need to give the Krell time enough to hear how natural and involving its sound can be.

The sonic differences between the Krell KPS-20i, the Mark Levinson combo, and Theta Digital's combo are slight. None of these components impose their individual sound characters in ways that make major changes in the inherent character of a recording. You will always hear the performance, not the sound of the digital equipment.

The KPS-20i outperformed the earlier Krell MD-10 transport and Reference 64...
the Aerius, $1,995.00 U.S./pr. oak and bi-wire options available. Call extension #200 for the location of your nearest specialty audio retailer.
The new Dvorak loudspeaker from Audio Artistry will paint your room with vivid, realistic imagery. Experience the master strokes of acoustic energy, rhythm, tonality and timbre. Let Audio Artistry show you the full aesthetic power of realistic expressionism. Call (919) 319-1375 or fax (919) 319-1416 for the Dvorak dealer nearest you.

“Grade A....I Prefer it to all But Some Active Processors Carrying A Price Tag Of $3,000”

John Sunier, Audio 12/94
HTS-1 Playback Report

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES

Add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically acclaimed HTS-1 Passive Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give you all the performance of a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or distortion. If you own an older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want the convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace your current system.

Both are available at better audio stores, the best catalogs, and at selected locations of....

D/A converter in virtually every respect. Feeding the transport outputs of the KPS-20i into the Reference 64 provided a sound that was far more competitive with the total KPS-20i than using the MD-10. In fact, the Reference 64 then appeared to have a bit more sheer detail and transparency than the D/A in the KPS-20i.

However, the KPS-20i's D/A works best with its internal CD transport, just as the Reference 64 works best with a Krell CD transport that can be connected to the synchronization output, as well as the regular digital output, of the transport. Whether or not this really is a function of jitter is an issue for engineers and mythmakers. Digital cables and interfaces do make a real difference, and I suggest you begin by using ST cables when you connect another digital component to the inputs on the KPS-20i. Then try the AES/EBU connector. (If you use a DAT machine, however, you may have no choice other than using a coaxial cable.) You should also experiment with different cables, particularly ST and coaxial types. I suspect that many of the minor differences in sound quality that will result are as much a product of differences in the tolerances of the plug and socket interface as anything else.

The KPS-20i does not provide quite the same resolution of upper-midrange and high-frequency detail as the much more costly combination of the Krell-20T and Reference 64 processor or the combination of the Mark Levinson No. 31 and No. 30.5 HDCD. However, the KPS-20i's upper octaves are very good indeed, and the overall sound quality of its midrange equals that of any competing unit at any price. The KPS-20i's bass may be the best around, as is its ability to give you the illusion of musically natural mid-hall sound.

If your primary concern in choosing a CD system is the sound of music, I strongly suggest you audition the KPS-20i. Its sound may differ in nuance from that of other top-price models, but nothing I have yet heard is consistently better. In fact, I suspect that the sound of today's best CD units may be very close to the limit—or "glass ceiling"—imposed by today's 16-bit standard. The industry will have to make advances in digital technology before high-end sound gets much better than what the Krell KPS-20i achieves.
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Sviatoslav Richter: The Authorized Recordings
Sviatoslav Richter, piano
PHILIPS, 21 CDS, AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.
Sound: B-, Performance: A+

Starting in 1940 as a Juilliard student, I heard (for 55 cents per top-balcony ticket) such pianistic titans as Josef Hofmann, Vladimir Horowitz, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Moriz Rosensthal, et al.; since then, I’ve continued to hear more of my fair share of great pianists. If some idiot threatened me with death unless I declared my favorite pianist living today, I’d have to say, without hesitation, Sviatoslav Richter. Now Philips has tossed him an extraordinary 80th-birthday posy in the form of a 21-CD bouquet labelled “The Authorized Recordings,” made between 1966 and 1994.

Ironically, Richter’s American fans have had to console themselves primarily with his records—and he hates recording. Especially back when the American dollar ruled the world, most great musicians could scarcely wait to conquer the U.S.A. Not Richter; in this, as in virtually all aspects of his life—even during the despotic Stalin era in his native Soviet Union—he has gone strictly his own way. We met in Prague in 1956, and got to know each other in Moscow in 1958, during the inaugural International Tchaikovsky Competition. In the October 1958 issue of High Fidelity magazine, I published the Western World’s first full-length article about him. His sole, laconic response then to the baffling question, why he had never performed in the West, was accompanied by a smile that firmly closed the subject: “I must be invited.” In a later issue I was able to make public—with his permission—the true reason for his isolation: His mother, who had fled the Soviet Union to West Germany during World War II. Her mere existence galvanized the powers that were to restrict his travels to the Soviet bloc.

Even as a student, Richter consistently went his own way. The Moscow Conservatory’s curriculum included an obligatory course on Marxist-Leninist dialectical materialism. Richter simply ignored it—and the Conservatory consequently expelled one of its most brilliant students ever. That same willfulness manifests itself in his gigantic repertoire; he has learned Bach’s entire Well-Tempered Clavier, but ignored a long list of staples—such as most of the Beethoven concertos and Rachmaninoff’s Third—in favor of a wealth of recondite but worthwhile curiosities. Many of the latter spice up these Authorized Recordings.

The Early Josquin

Capella Alamire, Peter Urquhart
DORIAN DISCOVERY DIS-80131, CD; DDD; 56:47
Sound: B+, Performance: A

A Magnificat, a Mass, and three Credos (one by Johannes Ockeghem, a contemporary of Josquin des Prés—or, as the booklet has it, DesPréz—who wrote the rest) are beautifully sung and captured in a pair of New England churches with just the right balance between reverberance and clarity. The very strongly left-to-right stereo may be deliberate—to differentiate the polyphonic lines—though at times I’d like more center fill. Otherwise, an utterly delightful disc.

Robert Long
Sound Check was designed as a universal tool, one which anyone with a serious interest in sound—whether amateur or professional—would find beneficial and easy to use.

Originally released in Europe in 1993, Sound Check is now considered an indispensable aid by sound engineers, record producers, hi-fi enthusiasts, broadcasters, equipment installers, sound reinforcement personnel—the list goes on.

What's on the Sound Check disc? A total of 92 essential tracks in all: Test tones—yes—but also dry, unprocessed instrumental and vocal recordings, sound effects (one or two of some repute—the Chieftain Tank recording brought down the ceiling at one demonstration), some of the best-sounding finished products to be found, along with utilities like time code and a musical tuning reference.

It goes without saying that high standards of quality and meticulous attention to every detail in the recording were paramount in our minds during the making of the project. It is therefore particularly appropriate that Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab—with their unrivaled reputation for recordings of the very highest quality—have released this special audiophile version of the Sound Check disc.

—Alan Parsons & Stephen Court
One has the impression Philips' team followed Richter around Europe for years, ready to record whenever the mood might strike him. In several instances they have caught him in public performance; he will tolerate that as long as he can see no recording paraphernalia. That precondition, inevitably, sometimes has an effect on these sonics: At certain points, presumably due to a mike concealed underneath the instrument, his Yamaha concert grand sounds almost tinny. That precondition also, alas, means having to leave unedited the occasional clunker.

Richter has always proclaimed that he does nothing but play the notes the composer set down. Generally speaking, he does just that—but he also has a magical way, without departing one jot or tittle from the score, of suddenly revealing the music itself in a manner that makes you feel that you are hearing it for the very first time.

Consider what he does with Liszt's dear old barn-burner of a sonata (in set 4386202). Thunder and lightning dominate most performances; Richter, going his own way as usual, transmutes it into pure poetry—until suddenly, where the score permits, his fingers take on a life of their own and one's eyes widen at a transcendental technique and power few pianists have possessed. He also obliges with one of Liszt's Hungarian rhapsodies—but, characteristically, he eschews the crowd-pleasing 2nd, 6th, and 12th in favor of the whimsical, almost wispy little 17th (2:35)—which I previously hadn't even known existed.

Obviously, deserving as a release of this magnitude may be, space permits only some critical generalities. Bear in mind Richter's towering importance in musical history, and the documentary nature of these 21 CDs, which he clearly regards as his legacy. Their overall riches include an abundance of works which he clearly regards as his legacy. Their overall riches include an abundance of works expected treasures: Beethoven's "Archduke" Trio (with string players moonlighting from Moscow's Borodin Quartet) and Beethoven's early and largely unfamiliar Quintet for Winds and Piano, Op. 16 (both works in 4386242).

P.S.: If you buy the whole shebang, as a boxed set, you also get a beautifully printed large-format volume of photographs and text. (Editor's note: Philips says that the limited edition is sold out but that some copies may still remain "in the pipeline."—R.L.) In addition, you get a 22nd CD—not available separately—chock full of such riches as César Franck's "Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue," two Debussy preludes, a little elegy by Wagner (!), two overshadowing Rachmaninoff etudes-tableaux, three Bartók burlesques, and... wait for it... not only the Schumann "Toccata" but Liszt's less known, brilliant "Mephisto Waltz No. 2." Rejoice!

Paul Moor

Voyage à Paris

Frederica von Stade, mezzo-soprano; Martin Katz, piano

RCA VICTOR RED SEAL 9026-62711-2

CD; DDD; 70:40

Sound: A-, Performance: A-

Ranging from Satie to Messiaen, this recital of modern French songs is expertly managed all around. Lovers of the gorgeous, plangent coloration that von Stade has been wont to overuse will find it in limited supply here, but the gain in vocal variety is a plus.

Still, she sounds a little anonymous by contrast to her old, very specific self. The sound is clear, forward, and attractive; the notes don't mention the venue.

Robert Long
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Nature's Encore

Better Sounding Music. Upgrade to Ultradisc II™.

Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II™. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology is a cut above—and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24K gold audiophile CD, we have developed major advances such as The GAIN System™, a proprietary mastering system that uses the highest grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every last nuance of the original recording. What does this mean? You'll hear music like you've never heard it before.

Ultradisc II™ The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.

For a color catalog on The GAIN System™, technical paper, call 800-423-5765.

These great titles and more available at:

Best Buy

105 Morris Street • Sebastopol, CA 95472
WWW URL address: http://gmn.com/gmn/bus/mfsl
In Canada call 800-267-1216
CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Milton Babbitt: Philomel; Phonemena (two versions); Post-Partitions; Reflections
Bethany Beardslee and Lynne Webber, sopranos; Jerry Kuderna and Robert Miller, piano; synthesized and manipulated sounds
NEW WORLD RECORDS
80466-2, CD; 41:44
Sound: B, Performance: A+

Even allowing for certain personal connections to the "Philomel," in a recording originally made for the remarkable Acoustic Research Contemporary Music Project a quarter-century ago, both the piece and the performance are staggering and seem even stronger today than in the past. Babbitt's wit and playfulness are combined with a pathos not usually associated with his music. "Philomel" is written for live soprano, recorded (and manipulated) soprano, and synthesizer. The soprano, both live and on tape, is Bethany Beardslee, who is at her radiant best. And the sound is astonishingly fresh after all these years.

In the two versions of "Phonemena," one with Kuderna at the piano and one with taped synthesizer accompaniment, soprano Lynne Webber has a steelier timbre than Beardslee. That sound is not out of place in this music, and she approaches it with equal agility and similar intelligence. The two remaining pieces, "Post-Partitions" and "Reflections," are played by Robert Miller, "Reflections" with synthesizer and tape accompaniment. These four pieces were expertly recorded for New World in Columbia's New York studios and, like "Philomel," originally issued on LP. (If I find them less riveting than "Philomel," it could be the result of my greater familiarity with the latter.)

Admittedly, Babbitt's music is not for everyone, and the disc is not as generously filled as most are these days. But if you're at all adventurous in your tastes, you owe it to yourself to hear, at minimum, the "Philomel."

Robert Long

Borodin: String Quartet No. 2; Stravinsky: Three Pieces for String Quartet; Shostakovich: String Quartet No. 3
Lafayette String Quartet
DORIAN DOR-90203 CD; DDDD; 72:00
Sound: A-, Performance: A-

Good stuff, well recorded. The Lafayette is a very disciplined and expressive group, with a sound that is at worst somewhat astringent and at best searingly focused. This is an all-Russian program, but one without any other unifying element. Still, it's all fine music, and, of course, it profits from Dorian's superb Troy Savings Bank Music Hall sound.

Robert Long

François Couperin: First Book of Harpsichord Music
Christophe Rousset, harpsichord
HARMONIA MUNDI (FRANCE)
HMC 901450.52
Three CDS; 3:00:01
Sound: A, Performance: A

Couperin le Grand, as he was called to differentiate him from another François Couperin, was the most illustrious of his distinguished, hugely musical family—roughly, a French equivalent of the Bachs in Germany. He was appointed harpsichordist to the king's chambers and organist to his chapel, and wrote many works for both instruments in addition to chamber music, secular vocal music, and much religious music.

Beginning his massive four-volume series of suites for the harpsichord, Couperin followed the traditional organization, combining...
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CIRCLE NC. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
dance movements with a few non-dance pieces. His unique contribution here was the development of character pieces that took advantage of the precision, clarity, and brilliance of the harpsichord in complex ornamentation. Each piece is a portrait—not always complementary—of someone the composer knew, but he never explained the unusual titles once they served their purpose of inspiring the music.

The First Book is divided into five "orders" with up to two dozen short pieces in each—some under a minute in length and others lasting five or more. Couperin shares with another master of the harpsichord, Domenico Scarlatti, the ability to achieve extraordinary variety and freshness in these hundreds of short works.

Rousset plays a restored 1624 Ruckers harpsichord with recorded sonics respectfully distant, so that its tone is never harsh or biting as with many recordings of this instrument. His treatments sparkle and bubble; it's unlikely any serious listener would find them a bit boring. Should one hanker for the complete set, Rousset's recordings of the other three books are also available on multi-CDs.  

Paving the Way (Holst, Ewazen, Tomasi, Shostakovich, Ives, Copland)  
Summit Brass  
SUMMIT DCD 171, CD; 63:47

It's the old advertising idea: Make it look good, and it is good. I was immediately trapped by this amusing cover—a huge "steam roller" looming over three genuine brass instruments, absolutely flattened! A huge man (the driver?) stands to one side, looking rueful. Where did they get those flat (or flattened) instruments?

Inside, though, is a typical large brass group, enormously competent, ultra-serious, characteristically absorbed in the superb technique of its own playing. And not, as I hear it, in any way interested in you or me. So why should you, the CD or cassette buyer, be interested in all this heavy brass, some of it not very appropriate? Why, indeed! But this seems to be the fourth CD by the Summit group, so somebody's buying, and maybe it's you.

Admittedly, the music does vary, and some is good. The opening Gustav Holst, the Mars movement of his "The Planets," shows its datedness unmercifully in the transcription for brass: It is noisy and pretentious. (The original's orchestral colors make it more acceptable.) Then comes a Symphony in Brass by Eric Ewazen, of Juilliard in New York, no date given. Its two outer movements are full of the typical academic "jazzy" syncopations that continue to outlive their heyday of the '50s and '60s. There are nice contrasts of brass choirs here, however, and the sound is amiable.

After that comes a four-movement work by the Frenchman Henri Tomasi. To me, it seemed so gross and outdated in its loudness that I skipped much of it. But the next item, a relatively unknown Dmitri Shostakovich piece, originally for four-hand piano, made an interesting, lively, and almost happy impression. The reason: It was composed just after Stalin's death.

The brass program ends with Charles Ives and Aaron Copland, kindred souls here in creating a pop-ish, folkay American idiom, if almost a half-century apart. Ives's slightly outrageous variations on "America" must have been painful for sensitive turn-of-the-century ears, and were obviously so intended; now they are merely biting. Copland was gentler in 1942 with Rodeo but, in fact, influenced several later generations of music in this American vein. It's not bad at all in brass format.

So, a mixed bag—not unusual in these virtuoso recordings of a single instrument or single instrument family.  

Edward Tatnall Canby
Capable of driving the most demanding loads, the model 960 Stereophonic Power Amplifier will amaze you with its ability to reproduce the boisterous as well as the subtle. With a dynamic range over 105 dB, you will enjoy the sound of a single rain drop splashing in a puddle, or an entire thunderstorm, all faithfully reproduced with the same ease and clarity. This massive amplifier also contains a wealth of special features, such as Bargraph Power Meters and total onboard diagnostics with front panel readouts.

The output stage is comprised of 16 matched custom POLYFUSION MOSFETS which yield a breathtaking soundstage with perfect phase accuracy and Overwhelming Dynamics.
Jerry Lee Lewis is synonymous with both rock 'n' roll piano and controversial, oddball behavior. That aside, his first studio record in over a decade is fabulous. He comes out rocking on Hank Williams' "I'll Never Get Out of This World Alive" and an Al Anderson (formerly of N.R.B.Q.) and Andy Paley tune, "Goosebumps," and The Killer never looks back.

Just like Lewis' career, the program here is split between rock 'n' roll and country songs. At different times, he's been a hit-maker in both genres—he sings either style with a mix of total abandonment and complete commitment. Rockers like the title track, a Coasters classic, sit comfortably alongside "Miss the Mississippi and You," a song Jimmie Rodgers introduced in 1932.

As rock 'n' roll's second great piano man (his breakthrough followed Fats Domino's by two years), it's appropriate that the key instrument here is Lewis' signature pumping piano which, per usual, he plays like a wildman. It's also nice to see Lewis' longtime associate, fiddler Kenny Lovelace, in a prominent role throughout the album, as a musician as well as co-writer of two songs.

Producer Paley has given Young Blood a heavy reverb sheen with mixed results. While it enhances the rockers, recapturing the signature Sun Records sound that graced Jerry Lee's landmark early hits, on the more tender country songs, it adds too much distance between the singer, song, and listener.

Still, the blend of songs old and new is uncanny. Nothing is jarring or out of place, and hearing The Killer take on chestnuts like "Down the Road a Piece," "High Blood Pressure," Bobby Darin's obscure "Things," and "Poison Love" is a gas.

A couple of years ago, Sire Records' head honcho, Seymour Stein, recognized another aging, ignored artist by releasing Pictures and Paintings (Sire/Blue Horizon/Warn-er Bros. 26730-2), Charlie Rich's first album in ages. It turned out to be one of the Silver Fox's best. With this CD, Stein has coaxed lightning into the jar once again.

Michael Tearson

Practically Wired

Bill Nelson

GYROSCOPE GYR-6613-2, 45:29
Sound: B, Performance: B+

There was a time when Bill Nelson would have been regarded as a guitar hero: His scorching leads in the '70s with Be-Bop Deluxe, and his sinewy e-bow lines during the early '80s were six-string studies in sonic architecture. But for the past 10-plus years, Nelson's compositions have largely been ambient atmospheres, automatic-writing compositions, and subconscious explorations that have had little to do with guitar and even less to do with rock. But now the lid is off.

On Practically Wired, Nelson rekindles his original passion for guitar with an all-instrumental pressure cooker. On the 14 compositions, he traverses techno, blues, and even some ambient atmospheres, but there's little doubt that the guitar is front and center. He slashes through taped cut-ups on "Roses & Rocket
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ships” and offers Hendrix-inspired metal on “Big Noise in Twangtown.” “Every Moment Infinite” is a swamp-music brew with slithering e-bow guitar.

What really sets Nelson’s albums apart from the usual spate of “guitar slingers” (Satriani, Johnson, and Vai, among others) is that his music isn’t just an opportunity for guitar pyrotechnics: His songs are bona fide compositions, and his grooves are invariably as compelling as his solos. Nelson is a master of ambience, but it’s nice to hear him kick out the jams.

John Diliberto

Stanley Road
Paul Weller
GO! DISCS/LONDON 422-828 619-2, 52:10
Sound: A-, Performance: A

After abandoning rock music for nearly a decade, Paul Weller has returned as a torch carrier for the ’90s. Though he hasn’t ditched the R&B influences that tie him to his earlier days as the leader of The Jam and Style Council, Stanley Road feels like the kind of artistic progression we once heard from bands like Traffic, The Small Faces, and Free; all clearly left their mark on Weller.

Weller’s writing has never been this consistent. Virtually all of the twelve songs on this CD are memorable, his voice richly complimenting the material. Cameo performances by Steve Winwood and Oasis help set the tone, but they never overshadow Weller—it’s clearly his show. An obvious vocal influence is Steve Marriott (there’s a cover of Humble Pie’s “I Walk on Gilded Splinters”), but Weller’s voice is distinctive enough that he never seems like an impersonator.

John & Sally Tiven

Torn Again
Peter Case
VANGUARD 79481-2, 48:34
Sound: A-, Performance: A

Case’s new album is a compelling set of new songs with great melodies and stories. Standouts include “Workin’ for the Enemy,” a tale of double and triple crosses; “Baltimore,” about a street gang attack on a stranger who shouldn’t have been on their turf, and “Turnin’ Blue,” about a serene domestic scene that turns violent. Exuberant performances by an excellent studio band (guitarist Greg Liesz, bassist Jerry Scheff, and drummer Don Heffington) yield a crisp and intimate sound. Case, who has recently reconvened his fabled band The Plimsouls, has long been a songwriter who can thrill you and chill you by turns. Never more so than on the very tuneful Torn Again.

Michael Tearson

Oxygene
Jean Michel Jarre
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB
MFSL-1-212, LP, 40:54
Sound: A-, Performance: B

Synthesized music has always pushed the audiophile envelope. With its extended lows and highs, plus extensive use of space and open atmospherics, it was a perfect partner for CDs, enabling listeners to enjoy ethereal inner realms without the distraction of pops or surface noise. Mobile Fidelity, as it did with its earlier audiophile LP pressings, attempts to address these concerns in the vinyl format.
with a new half-speed rendition of Jean Michel Jarre’s 1976 classic.

Oxygene is a single composition that carries you through movements of free-floating space before morphing into driving sequencer patterns. Composed long before the advent of samplers and digital synthesizers, it actually sounds fresh again—its analog timbres novel, its structure adventurous.

This Mobile Fidelity reissue brings out the details and range of Oxygene’s expansive electronic orchestrations—synth strings, electronic percussion, alien flutes, space whirs—in a way that’s comparable to this work’s recent CD reissues (Dreyfus FDM 36146-2 or Mobile Fidelity UDCD 613). But ultimately, Oxygene will always be one of those recordings for which the CD truly seems to have been invented.

John Diliberto

Grandmother’s Tea Leaves
Emily Bezar
OLIO ORD599, 63:23
Sound: B, Performance: A

Emily Bezar blends classical and pop influences with some operatic vocal technique to create this eloquent and engaging debut album. She uses her voice in a way similar to Tori Amos, pressing out a controlled dynamic with a new half-speed rendition of Jean Michel Jarre’s 1976 classic. Oxygene is a single composition that carries you through movements of free-floating space before morphing into driving sequencer patterns.

Now, I love Tori Amos, but lately I find myself reaching for Emily Bezar more often. Maybe that’s because I feel less like Bezar’s writing is a definite strength; songs have a new half-speed rendition of Jean Michel Jarre’s 1976 classic. Oxygene is a single composition that carries you through movements of free-floating space before morphing into driving sequencer patterns.

She uses her voice in a way similar to Tori Amos, pressing out a controlled dynamic with a new half-speed rendition of Jean Michel Jarre’s 1976 classic. Oxygene is a single composition that carries you through movements of free-floating space before morphing into driving sequencer patterns.

The Bottle Rockets are based in Festus, Missouri, which explains why they resonate with a rootsy, authoritative heartland sound. It’s evident on the opening moments of their second album, The Brooklyn Side, where a mandolin introduces a heart-wrenching song about rural blight (“Welfare Music”). The Bottle Rockets’ writing is a definite strength; songs have well-defined characters who are often stuck in situations laced with irony. “Radar Gun,” for example, is a chugging rocker about a neophyte highway cop armed with his electronic toy. "1000
Dollar Car” poses the oh-so-painting question, “If a thousand-dollar car was truly worth a damn/Why would anybody ever spend ten grand?” as the band does a convincing Crazy Horse impression. They’re equally credible on the boiling country songs like “Idiot’s Revenge,” “Young Lovers in Town,” and “Queen of the World.” Thanks in no small part to Eric “Roscoe” Ambel’s tightly focused production, The Brooklyn Suite is an exhilarating ride by a band that’s just beginning to discover how good it can be.

Michael Tearson

On the Move

Bobby Byrd

INSTINCT RECORDS EX.295.2, 46:05

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Bobby Byrd’s was the answering voice in the call-and-response on several James Brown hits from the ‘60s, including such timeless classics as “Sex Machine” and “Talking Loud and Saying Nothing.” Thankfully, he sticks to that tried-and-true formula on his first-ever solo studio recording (licensed from Germany’s Soulciety Records). No horrible drum machines, intrusive ‘60s-styled drum mixes, or sappy synth sounds here. Just no-nonsense, boot-shaking funk with a feeling.

Byrd throws down in forceful fashion with a B-3 organ, accompanied by a funky drummer, grooving basslines, righteous rhythm guitar work, and punchy horn accents—just like back in the day. And on “I Got It (It’s Been a Long Time Coming),” he barks out the tale of his comeback with gritty authority.

Bobby and his band, Pfunk-ness, weave a mesmerizing groove on “Sayin’ It and Doin’ It Is Two Different Things,” the good-foot opener “Try It Again,” and the closing vamp “Never Get Enough,” which features guest soloist...
Music from a Sparkling Planet
Esquivel
BAR/NONE AHAON-056, 37:06
Sound: B-, Performance: B+

Last year’s Juan Garcia Esquivel collection, Space Age Bachelor Pad Music, introduced a new audience to this Mexican orchestra leader, who recorded for RCA from 1958 to 1967. Esquivel, whose arranging style has been accurately described as “Spike Jones meets Dali,” does crazy things to standards like “Cherokee,” the “Third Man Theme,” and “Granada” with some wide-screen stereo tricks, panning, and echo. Wordless vocals, oddball instruments, and weird effects make for infectious fun. The current revival of lounge music has produced some wild stuff, but nothing more challenging than Esquivel’s. Michael Tearson
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EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, K & W, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPIRA, CARY, STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS. 939 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

 DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Onkyo, Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Monoprice, Audio Technica, Onix, RoomTunes, Solid Steel, Sonoran. 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.

For the Musical Difference Authorized Dealer For:

• NAD
• CARVER
• GRADO
• LEXICON
• PROAC
• ATAPTURE
• NAKAMICHI
• VELODYNE
• CWD
• CELESTION
• STAX
• M & K
• NITTY GRITTY
• KEF
• ONKYO
• HARMON KARDON
• SONY ES
• MONITOR SPEAKERS
• ADCOM
• ALTER LANSING
• THORENS
• ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
• TARGET
• POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

Audio: (217) 355-8828.

WELCOME. G&D TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155

BEAT 10009F 10 12 auto reverse reel deck. $595 rebuilt with warranty. HALL ELECTRONICS, 706 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22901. (804)1-845-6255. FAX: (804) 584-3289.

FREE SHIPPING PLUS:

EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, K & W, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPIRA, CARY, STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS. 939 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

Singers/Remove Vocals

FREE 72-Page Catalog with a huge selection of name brand professional gear for DJs, Clubs & Musicians all at discount price. Call Today 800-945-9300

Call Order Center: 11771 Ranch Dr. Pismo Beach, CA 93449. Retail Store/Shop 13170 Mangrove Ave. Garden Grove, CA (714) 530-1761.

For the Musical Difference Authorized Dealer For:

NHT, DENON, POLK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, KEF, SNELL, B&K, PSB, NAD, VELODYNE, MAKONYO, SPIRA, IN STOCK, PS AUDIO, AND MORE. FAST SERVICE!

SOUND SHOP 360-692-6201

Audio: (217) 355-8828.

Audio

DJ & Nightclub

Sound, Lighting & Video Catalog

FREE 72-Page Catalog with a huge selection of name brand professional gear for DJs, Clubs & Musicians all at discount price. Call Today 800-945-9300

Call Order Center: 11771 Ranch Dr. Pismo Beach, CA 93449. Retail Store/Shop 13170 Mangrove Ave. Garden Grove, CA (714) 530-1761.
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller’s return and refund policy, including the allowable return period, who pays for return shipping, and whether there is any “restocking” charge.

3. Understand the warranty term. Is there a manufacturer’s warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many manufacturers assert that, even if the product comes with a U.S. manufacturer’s warranty card, if you purchase from an unauthorized dealer, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty period, who pays for return shipping, and whether there is any “restocking” charge?

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondences, for future reference.

5. If the merchandise is shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent information. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in your state or your local Post Office.

CLASSIFIED

A COMMON LAMENT!
We hear this everyday: “CD sound is too bright, grainy and spatially compressed!” Come on! Don’t put up with ENIGMA’s incredible smoothness $995. EPOCH. “Sweet, Seductive, Natural!” $995. Highly-Reviewed CD-4 transport $955. “Musical Concepts has put the fun back into CD playback.” says The Audio Adventure magazine. All have “Stable Platter”! Audio Alchemy fun back into CD playback.” says The Audio Adventure

STEVE’S CONSIGNMENT SHOP
Hi! Steve’s Audio Advice
Call us for the latest in $$$ Liquidations! CALL NOW! (904) 375-5028.

STEVE’S CONSIGNMENT SHOP
Hi! Steve’s Audio Advice
Call us for the latest in $$$ Liquidations! CALL NOW! (904) 375-5028.

MUSIC TO YOUR EYES
Music to your ears.

For Advertising Information, Call 1-800-445-6066

For Sale

Audiocable & More

Don’t pay exorbitant prices! For top quality!

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonics equivalent at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.


Call 800-321-2108 24hrs/day for free catalog.

L A INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Provincetown, MA 02657-1200

For Sale

Audio Classics, Ltd.

Best $1,500 Loudspeakers

10x Home Theater


For Advertising Information, Call 1-800-445-6066

Classified

STEVE’S CONSIGNMENT SHOP

Hi! Steve’s Audio Advice

Call us for the latest in $$$ Liquidations! CALL NOW! (904) 375-5028.

Audiocable & More

Don’t pay exorbitant prices! For top quality!

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonics equivalent at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.


Call 800-321-2108 24hrs/day for free catalog.

L A INTERNATIONAL

Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Provincetown, MA 02657-1200

For Sale

Audio Classics, Ltd.

Best $1,500 Loudspeakers

10x Home Theater

High-end audio components. All brands available. The lowest prices. Friendly service and advice. Call today. AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). 1-540-745-2223.


AUTHORIZED AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR 1-800-348-7799 FAST DELIVERY FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY BRAND NEW FACTORY COMPLETE

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

ACOUSTICS 101 teaches how to construct recording studios, including materials recommendations & diagrams. Topics: walls, ceilings, floors, HVAC, doors & more. Better bottom-line advice than you'll find anywhere else! Send $115 to L2A Subwoofers, 11571 E. 126th, Fishers, IN 46038. (317) 942-2600.

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS. AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CANTON, GA 30114. (800) 698-TAPE (8278). IN GA (404) 458-1679 FAX (404) 458-0276.

WANTED TO BUY
CASH FOR USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL FOR HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

MANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH-END. No one pays MORE, working or non! N.Y.S. (718) 377-7282. 2-5pm. WEEKDAYS.

HIGHER OFFER WITH CASH FOR YOUR USED-HI-END AUDIO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. EASTERN AUDIO, (718) 961-8256, 11AM-7PM, FRID-WED. FAX (718) 961-8315. FLUSHING, NY.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD EQUIPMENT SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY 310-720-7220, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, # A, TORRANCE, CA 90502.

WANT — JBL, Harfisfield, EV Patroners, Brociner, Transcendic Singles OK. McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2538 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (773) 1386-1043.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS-SELLS-TRADES-REPAIRS High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the beginning of the classifids. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD, POB 1769. Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 10AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., 607-865-7222.

LOUDSPEAKERS
TRUE SUBWOOFER

With phenomenal true deep bass extending below 20Hz with low distortion at a very affordable price. The HRSW12V will extend the bass of your stereo or video system for that "air shaking all around you" effect.

Here's what's here about the HRSW12V's "prodigious bass that shakes the walls", "one heck of a thunder buster"...


"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging bass energy was used. Sonically, it is all one could wish for, and the price is right." Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, December 1994.

"...one heck of a thunder buster.'" — Marzont, Altec, Tannoy, EV, JBL, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2538 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (773) 1386-1043. AUDIO CLASSICS. (508) 328-0069. (607) 865-7200. 1AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., 607-865-7222.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD EQUIPMENT SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY 310-720-7220, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, # A, TORRANCE, CA 90502.

WANT — JBL, Harfisfield, EV Patroners, Brociner, Transcendic Singles OK. McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2538 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (773) 1386-1043.

AUDIENCE CLASSICS BUYS-SELLS-TRADES-REPAIRS High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the beginning of the classifids. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD, POB 1769. Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 1AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., 607-865-7222.

LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFER

With phenomenal true deep bass extending below 20Hz with low distortion at a very affordable price. The HRSW12V will extend the bass of your stereo or video system for that "air shaking all around you" effect.

Here's what's here about the HRSW12V's "prodigious bass that shakes the walls", "one heck of a thunder buster"...


"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging bass energy was used. Sonically, it is all one could wish for, and the price is right." Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, December 1994.

"...one heck of a thunder buster.'" — Marzont, Altec, Tannoy, EV, JBL, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2538 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (773) 1386-1043. AUDIO CLASSICS. (508) 328-0069. (607) 865-7200. 1AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., 607-865-7222.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD EQUIPMENT SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY 310-720-7220, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, # A, TORRANCE, CA 90502.

WANT — JBL, Harfisfield, EV Patroners, Brociner, Transcendic Singles OK. McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2538 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (773) 1386-1043.

AUDIENCE CLASSICS BUYS-SELLS-TRADES-REPAIRS High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the beginning of the classifids. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD, POB 1769. Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 1AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., 607-865-7222.
REVOLUTIONARY WORLD CLASS TWEETER: Krypton™ RIBBED Tweeter, with PARA-BOLE™ surround. Zero modal break up. Write Electronic, Box 403, San Francisco, CA 94746. Fax (415) 825-3355. SENSATION.

USED Loudspeaker Sale: ADS M10: $600; Altec Lansing 508: $500; B&W Matrix Series II: $550; B&W 640: $150; Canton Karat 920: $400; Celestion 100: $400; Celestion SL 6: $350; $500; KEF Model 12: $450; Energy Rev. 20: $500; Genesis Genre 1: $560; Harmon Kardon 65’s: $1500; Infinity Kappa 6: $750; JBL THX Home Theater System: $900; JBL LS: $500; Kef Model 100 Center: $300; Kindel PLS-A: $500; Klipsch CF3: $1100; McIntosh XR-16: $250; Merlin Sig III: $1100; Mirage SM2: $100; Near 50M: $800; Paradigm 7SE M2: $200; Pinacle N-5: $75; Thiel CS2: $1200; Vansersteenten SC1: $600; Velodyne ULD115: $1000. Call: (217) 544-5252.

MDY-4
New and improved!

Audio enthusiasts have long known that a Dynaudio two way system is an effective way to create quality sound without creating significant debt. In comparison with any system at any price, the combination of the Dynaudio 7cm woofer with the incomparable 28mm tweeter is exceptional in all of these areas:

- Dynamic range
- Smooth frequency response
- Phase and frequency linearity
- Transient attack
- Reproduction of the human voice
- Lack of compression.

To be fair, these modest drive units cannot produce infrasound (below 20 Hz), but in the other 95% of recorded material, they equal products that cost 10 to 30 times as much.

Madisound is proud to introduce a further refinement of this combination, the MDY-4. This two way system employs high order filters to eliminate sweet spots in the off-axis response. The imaging is exceptional, a result of precise phase and time delay, refined in a sophisticated 14-echo crossover.

Each filter is part of the highest quality; every detail is the culmination of three years of careful analysis.

Best of all, the MDY-4 is modestly priced. The complete system with oak veneer cabinet, a matched pair of high order filters or black stained finish, is $595. Cabinets are finished, and the system can be assembled in one evening. Hundreds of satisfied music lovers have built and cherished their MDY-4, and Madisound has taken another step toward Audio Perfection. Isn’t it time for you to build a standard to evaluate your success as a Speaker Builder?

REPAIR FOAM ROLL FOR YOURSELF!
SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All sizes including JR Advent 605E, JBL Surrounds, adhesive & instructions $27.99/pc. FREE 911 at 5975 (Incl. S/H: No COD). Do it yourself with SAT!

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES
PO Box 1068, Flat Rock, NC 28273

SPEAKERS — Go Factory Direct and SAVE!

Call for free catalog
90-Day Home Trial
Leading edge design for Home Theater and traditional systems
Satisfaction guaranteed

Upgrades and service plus complete speaker systems from $200 to $7,000 per pair. Ohm Acoustics 800-ohm-1236.

A & S SPEAKERS imports the world’s finest speaker components, crossovers, & kits. Dynaudio, Scan Speak, VIFA, Ceracase, Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Polk, SEAS, LPG & Eton. Free literature. 4075 SPRIG DR., Concord, CA 94520. (510) 685-6400. Fax: (510) 603-2724.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

Call for your Acoustical Sounds Catalog $3 In USA, $5 elsewhere - refundable.

REPAIR FOAM ROLL

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS

CALL TOLL FREE
Speaker Repair & Replacement Parts Nationwide Service Since 1979

1-800-NEW-FOAM 1-800-539-3626 NATIONAL SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker problems. Modern repair facility. 1-800-NEW-FOAM

CABLE TV


ACCOUNTS SALES 401-924-7243


On the list - get closer to this list.

- MIT Mu Cap + Wonder Cap + Kimberiko + Sony + Howard Mu Cap
- Silver + Sonoro + Mondo + Pro Cap + Discotek + RC + Alan Bradley
- Jannet + Resilux + Vividrop + Carinco + Meli + Mutsuki + TKO + Note
- Canare + Kitaro Kato + van der Heijden + Discovery + Kabuki + MIT
- Alps + Russel + Vose + Erna + Hirose + Marantz + Gosch + Aon + HAM
- Marley + Panoramic + HQQ + Nichicon + Erna + New Old Stock + Ruby Tubes
- Ultralux + Murahan + Coplan + Linear Technology + Analog Devices
- Eledge Price + International Rectifier + Norin + Motorola + UCC
- MagniQuest + Sonic Fever + Pass + Pupa + Sockets + MM + MLR
- Sound Cast + Quicks Audio Engineering + Assemblage and other kits

And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection Catalog & Resource Guide, send $10 and making information. You'll also receive a Discount Coupon worth $10 off a purchase over $100 or $25 off a purchase over $250 as well as the Free Broomboard that will keep you updated on our latest news, information and growth sports, or credit card information.

BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKERS
Speaker Builder the world's best speaker periodical shows you how. Send today for your free copy
PO BOX 494, PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

MISCELLANEOUS

Recording Engineer Radio Announcer
ON THE JOB TRAINING
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS
Part time, nights, weekends. No experience required. Free brochure and recording tells how.
1-800-295-4433

CD CABINETS

STORADISC - See why CD Review picked our Library Series as their 'top choice'. Fine furniture-quality in a variety of finishes and sizes. Call/write: DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL, 555 Whiteline Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811

BLANK TAPES

TAPE WORLD 220 SPRING ST. RYE, NY 10580 TOLL FREE 1-800-245-6000

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EARN $60 PLUS HR. as an independent Custom Audio Video Designer & Installer. Intensive 7 day Workshop gets you started. Must LOVE Music. Limited seating for next Workshop. Call for Application & Registration Form (303) 670-1898

HELP WANTED

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-467-5568 EXT 11325

MOVIES/FILMS/VIDEOS

Free Search Service: every title worldwide. 1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000

TRACKING ANGLE MAGAZINE is a new publication dedicated to the Arts of Home Recording, Sound Design, Videography, Televison and Video. Open to new ideas and styles. We publish in-depth, detailed and entertaining articles on Sound and Performance! Every issue will be packed with reviews, interesting interviews with key individuals and lots of late-breaking news. We publish 6 times a year, Issue #3 is out at the end of July. To subscribe send a check/money order for $30 (CA and Canada $33), payable to THE TRACKING ANGLE, P.O. Box 6449, San Jose, California 95150 USA. Telephone # 408-948-2707 Fax # 408-948-2007.
Two Classic Open-Aire™ Marvels of German Engineering

They're both durable, lightweight and a great value, but the HD 414 headphones feature added comfort and now have up-to-date drivers for extended fidelity. Plus, to celebrate our 50th anniversary, the HD 414 is once again available (for a limited time), and doesn’t need a garage.

HD 414
HEADPHONES

If you need help getting your hands on the HD 414, just give us a call:

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203-434-9190 • FAX: 203-434-1759

"VW", "Volkswagen" and "Beetle" are trademarks of Volkswagen AG. "Open-Aire" is a trademark of Sennheiser Electronic Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Frame Of Reference:

This picture tells you a lot about AudioQuest cables, but without a frame of reference it doesn't tell you whether the boxes (or the viewer) are rising, falling or just floating. Many inferior cables are popular, even though comparison against a proper reference immediately reveals serious flaws. Because AudioQuest cables are referenced against no cable (the bypass test), we understand each cable's strengths and weaknesses. We know that AudioQuest cables will give you a performance closer to the original, whether on a mini-system or on a "big rig".